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1. LEGAL STATUS 

The Linnean Society was founded in 1788, received a Royal Charter in 1802 and 

Additional Charters in 1904 and 2005. The Society is a registered charity, No. 220509. 

 

2. ADDRESS 

The Linnean Society of London 

New Burlington House 

Piccadilly 

London, W1J 0BF 

 

3. PRINCIPAL ADVISERS 

Bankers:  Barclays Bank Plc 

PO Box 13555 Acorn House 

36-38 Park Royal Road 

London, NW10 7WJ 

 

Auditors:  Knox Cropper 

65 Leadenhall Street 

London, EC3A 2AD 

 

Investment Managers: Tilney Asset Management Services Ltd 

  17th Floor 

  6 New Street Square 

  New Fetter Lane 

  London, EC4A 3BF  

 

4. PRINCIPAL OFFICERS                      YEAR OF APPOINTMENT  

Dr Sandra Knapp   President (2018) 

Dr Mark Watson   Treasurer (2019) 

Professor Simon Hiscock     Scientific Secretary (2013) 

Dr Malcolm Scoble        Scientific Secretary (2009) 

Professor Mark Chase FRS     Editorial Secretary (2012)  

Dr John David    Collections Secretary (2012)  

Dr Elizabeth Rollinson     Executive Secretary (2011) 

Dr Malcolm Scoble         Vice President 

Professor Paul Henderson Vice President 

Dr Blanca Huertas  Vice President 

Dr Olwen Grace     Vice President 
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LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS 

 

TRUSTEES 

On 24th May each year (or the nearest working day) the Anniversary Meeting, which all 

Fellows of the Society are invited to attend, elects a Council of 20 Fellows (including the 

Officers) to manage the affairs of the Society. 

 

Following their election to Council, all Trustees are provided with a copy of the Charity 

Commission’s CC3 – The Essential Trustee: what you need to know, and CC20 – Charity 

Fundraising – a guide to Trustee Duties, together with a copy of the Linnean Society’s Charters 

and Bye-laws, which sets out the governance of the Society. Council members are carefully 

briefed on their duties as Trustees of the Society. The Executive Secretary is always available 

to answer any questions and give guidance.   

The Society undertook an in-depth governance review during 2018/2019. Certain of the 

recommendations from this review were approved by Council in October 2019 and are being 

implemented during 2020.  

The elected members of Council are the Trustees of the Charity and, in addition to the 

Officers listed above, those who served during the year are listed below: 

 

  DUE TO RETIRE  

Dr Colin Clubbe  24th May 2020  

Dr Natasha de Vere  24th May 2022 (from 24th May 2019) 

Mathew Frith  24th May 2022 (from 24th May 2019) 

Professor Beverley Glover  24th May 2022 (from 24th May 2019) 

Professor Anjali Goswami  24th May 2022 (from 24th May 2019) 

Dr Olwen Grace  24th May 2021  

Professor Paul Henderson  24th May 2021  

Professor Alistair Hetherington  24th May 2022 (from 24th May 2019) 

Professor Alan Hildrew  24th May 2021  

Dr Blanca Huertas  24th May 2020  

Professor Dame Georgina Mace FRS  24th May 2020  

Dr Silvia Pressel  24th May 2021  

Dr Paul Smith  Retired 24th May 2019  

Professor Max Telford  24th May 2022 (from 24th May 2019) 

Dr Rosie Trevelyan  Retired 24th May 2019 

Dr Stephanie West   24th May 2021  
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ANNUAL REPORT 

 

PRESIDENT’S REVIEW - 2019 

 

2019 has been a busy and challenging year all round, both for the Society, having initiated a 

review of its governance, and for me personally, having undergone treatment for breast 

cancer. Now, in a new decade, we are ready to tackle the challenges ahead.  

The 16 recommendations from the governance review report have been considered by the 

Society’s Council, and a broad plan for implementation is being put in place. Governance 

systems, processes and policies (prioritising those necessary for compliance) will be 

assessed, and additional human resources support will be engaged in 2020, to ensure a 

smooth transition for the coming decades. Revisions to the Byelaws will be necessary, with 

these likely being brought to the Anniversary Meeting (AGM) for approval in May 2021. 

Concomitant with the governance review, the Society has refreshed its vision and mission, 

and will be further consulting with our audiences through the next year.  

The Executive Secretary led a tremendous team effort from staff and curators to provide the 

data necessary for an analysis undertaken by the Society, together with independent 

economist advisors, to assess our public benefit in financial terms—we are delivering 

around £8.2m-worth of public benefit through our charitable activities each year, an 

achievement of which the Society can be truly proud! The Society held a record-breaking 

number of events in 2019, including lunchtime and evening lectures (with three regional 

meetings), day meetings, and varied scientific workshops for students and teachers, as well 

as a number of art workshops. On 1 November we formally launched the Discovery Room, 

and this innovative space has been ideal for trialling the four new workshops developed for 

the upcoming cycle of our BioMedia Meltdown, the Society’s science-meets-art outreach 

project.   

One of our major public benefits is advancing scientific knowledge, and our academic 

journals are key in achieving this, as well as providing the income needed to sustain the 

Society. Additionally, safeguarding and promoting our heritage collections is a fundamental 

aspect of our charitable purpose, and work continued throughout 2019 on L: 50 Objects, 

Stories and Discoveries from the Linnean Society of London, a book about the treasures we hold 

in trust. We plan to launch this at the Anniversary Meeting in May 2020, where we also look 

forward to welcoming many of our Fellows to celebrate the achievements of our medal 

winners. As this new decade commences, the Society aims to work hard to ensure a world 

where nature is understood, valued and protected. 

 

Dr Sandra Knapp 

President  
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RESEARCH & SPONSORSHIP 

In line with our vision: A world where nature is understood, valued and protected, the Society 

continues to pursue the advancement of scientific knowledge and understanding through 

the publication of its three research journals, giving grants for scientific research and by 

welcoming researchers into our world-renowned collections.  

Research Journals 

In 2019, our journal publisher, Oxford University Press (OUP), continued to work hard to 

solve the production issues (copy-editing and typesetting) that have plagued us since our 

transfer to them in 2017.  Unfortunately, some problems continue while new ones appear, so 

this remains a significant challenge for our editors, necessitating investing many additional 

hours in checking proofs and reducing their capacity to work on important journal 

development. Dr. Maarten Christenhusz, Chief Editor of the Zoological Journal of The Linnean 

Society, has worked hard to reduce the backlog facing that journal and reports that, with the 

support of OUP, much of the existing backlog has been published. The other two journals 

continue to receive submissions in line with rates of publication and backlog issues do not 

exist. A collaborative Virtual Issue (VI) drawing from all three journals was published, 

celebrating papers published by Fellows of the Society.  Overall, we are pleased to report 

that re-subscription rates continue to be excellent, and sales are therefore in line with 

forecasts. The journals support the hybrid model (whereby Open Access options are 

available), although the rate of take-up continues to be low. We are pleased that OUP 

participates in a number of free or highly reduced access initiatives, such as INASP, eIFL 

and Research4Life, ensuring that non-profit research institutions in developing nations have 

access to research published in our and other similar journals. We are actively investigating 

the establishment of a new online-only, fully open-access journal, perhaps in the field of 

evolutionary genomics, and we are working to identify an appropriate editor for this 

journal. This is a strategic initiative, aimed at embracing the challenges and opportunities of 

Open Access.  

High-profile papers in the Botanical Journal of the Linnean Society included three reviews 

(systematics of Old World Ebenaceae; colonisation times in the Canary Islands and Hawai’i; 

and the morphological relationship between carpels and ovules) and an editorial on 

population genetics, speciation, biogeography and conservation. A VI on pollination also 

reflected a current focus of the journal. Chief Editor Professor Michael Fay notes that after a 

relatively quiet start the number of submissions increased as the year progressed, in part 

due to the submissions related to two large upcoming Special Issues on grasses and 

bromeliads in 2020 based on papers presented at Monocots VI in Brazil in late 2018. The 

Impact Factor dropped slightly to 3.057 (the second year running that the journal has had an 

Impact Factor >3.0). The journal ranked 46th out of 226, a small drop of eight places relative 

to the preceding year. 
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The year saw the Biological Journal of the Linnean Society, edited by Professor John Allen, 

publish an 11-paper Special Issue (SI) on the evolution of grasping and manipulation, guest-

edited by Emmanuelle Pouydebat and Ameline Bardo and focusing on primates, other 

mammals and frogs. A VI on Phylogeography featured two highly-cited 1990s papers by the 

late Godfrey Hewitt FLS, together with nine recent articles reflecting a broad range of taxa 

and geographical locations. The two most highly cited papers were on the evolution of a 

mayfly family endemic to Japan and a test on the allometric constraint hypothesis in island 

vines. An article on the escape dynamics of free-ranging desert kangaroo rats evading 

rattlesnake strikes gained by far the most media attention. The submission rate of new 

manuscripts remained high, and the impact factor of 2.2 reflected its 5-year average. 

The Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society continues to have a high number of submissions. 

A VI on birds was highly successful and raised the profile of the journal in the USA. Papers 

included a study on skull shape variation in pangolins, a phylogeny of Neotropical orb-

weaving spiders, palaeoproteomics of bird bones and a study on Darwin's collections of 

colourful marine planarians.  Two SIs, one on Crocodylomorpha and one on Tardigrada will 

be published in early 2020.  The impact factor increased to 2.909 (versus 2.685 the previous 

year) and the journal is still one of the top journals in its category (10th out of 170), an 

increase of six places.  

Scientific Research Sponsorship 

Retaining its focus on taxonomy/systematics, evolutionary biology and biodiversity, the 

Society, together with the Systematics Association, co-administers the Systematics Research 

Fund, the parties contributing £24,000 and £7,000, respectively.   From the 168 eligible 

applications from 32 countries, we were delighted to announce the 32 recipients of the 2018/19 

SRF awards, ranging from £500 to £1495, encompassing a wide range of plant, fungal and 

animal species across global geographies and habitats.  A full listing of the recipients and their 

project titles is below:  
    

Ana Andruchow 

Colombo 

Argentina Evolution of leaves and seed cones of the conifer 

family Podocarpaceae  

Andrew Sweet United 

States 

Assessing the diversity of birds and their parasites 

in southern China 

Andrey Lavrov Russia Identifying cryptic speciation and re-evaluating 

taxonomic status in calcareous sponges from the 

Arctic 

Anne Thomas United 

Kingdom 

Resolving the phylogeny of the radiation of New 

Zealand Hebes (Veronica) 

Brogan Pett Paraguay Taxonomic and phylogenetic revision of the 

endemic Malagasy family, Viridasiidae (Araneae). 

Christina Egger Germany Molecular phylogeny of meiofaunal Caecidae snails 

(Truncatelloidea, Caenogastropoda) 
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Daniel Field United 

Kingdom 

High resolution morphology and phylogenetic 

position of the world’s earliest crown bird 

Elin Thomas United 

Kingdom 

Systematics of deep-sea holothurians in 

chemosynthetic environments 

Genivaldo Alves da 

Silva 

Brazil Taxonomy, phylogenetics, and diversification of 

Fomitiporia (Basidiomycota) in the Neotropics 

Gissela 

Nathali 

De la 

Cadena 

Mendoza 

Ecuador Untangling the hidden diversity of leaf beetles 

(Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) in Ecuadorean dry 

tropical forests 

HINSINGER Damien China Systematics of Fagaceae paleo-endemic species 

James Harris United 

Kingdom 

The difference in hyoid size between Cercopithecus 

diana and Cercocebus torquatus 

Javier Igea United 

Kingdom 

Diversification of the living stones: resolving the 

phylogeny of Lithops 

Joanne Odden United 

States 

Investigating co-evolution of Wolbachia bacteria and 

Bembidion beetle hosts 

Joao Gil Spain Annotated check-list of West African polychaetes 

(Annelida) 

Karina Vanadzina United 

Kingdom 

 Global drivers of variation in cup nest size in 

passerine birds  

Krzysztof Miler Poland On the systematic status of sympatric species of 

Myrmeleon and Vermitigris genera from Borneo 

Laurel Yohe United 

States 

Trait loss and comparative neuroembryology of 

tetrapod chemosensory systems 

Maria-

Magdalena 

Dascalu Romania A multilocus phylogeny of Dorcadionini and a total 

evidence approach to its generic and subgeneric 

classification 

Marta Novo Spain An integrative approach to species delineation of 

endemic Mediterranean earthworms 

Pablo Muñoz-

Rodriguez 

United 

Kingdom 

Resolving Ipomoea leucantha, a ‘dustbin taxon’ in 

sweet potato wild relatives 

Pamela Hart United 

States 

Cave-adaptive trait evolution in the North 

American Amblyopsid fishes 

Paola Saez Chile Phylogeny of the Telmatobius marmoratus complex 

Peter Poczai Finland Old World black nightshades (Morelloid clade of 

Solanum L., Solanaceae): evolution, origin and 

taxonomy 

Ranjana Jaiswara India Systematics and acoustic diversity of field crickets 

(Orthoptera, Grylloidea, Gryllinae) of the Western 

Ghats, India 

Scott Cutmore Australia Mitochondrial based systematics of Transversotrema 

(Trematoda: Transversotrematidae) in the tropical 

Indo-west Pacific 

Stephen Hewitt United 

Kingdom 

Phylogeny and population genetics of an 

ecologically specialist genus of dance fly 
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Steven Dodsworth United 

Kingdom 

Evolution of minutism in Neotropical orchids 

(Platystele; Orchidaceae) 

Valentyna Inshyna Germany Studying Tardigrada in the biodiversity hot spot of 

the Plitvice tufa barriers 

Leif Bersweden United 

Kingdom 

Species delimitation and hybridization in 

anthropomorphic Orchis species 

Sydni Joubran United 

States 

Genetic analysis of Cynomys gunnisoni gunnisoni / 

zuniensis at the contact zone 

Rita Domingues Portugal Taxonomic study of toxic diatoms and 

dinoflagellates in a shallow coastal lagoon 

The Attenborough Award 2019 (for the best fieldwork project from last year’s SRF 

recipients) was awarded to Dr Veronica Urgiles, Univ Central Florida, for her project 

‘Molecular and morphological diversification of a cryptic group of terrestrial frogs in a high-

altitude tropical hotspot’, undertaken in the Equadorian Andes, on the Pristimantis orestes 

species group, which represent almost 40% of known amphibians, but is challenging 

because of the presence of complexes of cryptic species. This characteristic is suggested to be 

a result of repeated environmental selection pressures across similar altitudes, leading to 

morphological convergence among species.  Veronica collected samples from 35 localities, at 

elevations of 2500 and 4500m, and also visited various museum collections to view type 

specimens.  She generated 480 new sequences and recovered 25 strongly supported clades, 

18 of which represent undescribed Pristimantis species.  She also recorded and analysed 

their calls.  She has already published descriptions on two new species, identifying their 

conservation status, and a further five are in progress. Both species are endemic to the 

montane forest of Ecuador and based on their very restricted distributions (<40km2), it is 

suggested that they should be considered as Near Threatened.   

The Society made 3 awards from its designated funds, which are made possible from 

specific bequests: 

Appleyard Fund: grants are made towards the expenses of research projects in the field of 

botany or zoology, to individuals who are not in full-time employment as biologists.  Two 

Appleyard grants were made in 2019: one to Michael Pearson (UK) to cover the cost of DNA 

analysis in his project to investigate the diet of two lichenivorous moths (Common & Muslin 

Footman) living in drystone walls in the Yorkshire Dales; and the other to Marcelo Monge 

Egea (Brazil), also for sequencing, in his study on the evolution of Amazonian and Atlantic 

Forests, focusing on the historical biogeography of Stifftia J.C. Mikan (Asteraceae). 

The Anne Sleep Award, which is provided to young scholars to assist with biological research 

in the Middle or Far East, was won by Dr Han Hu, a PDRF at the University of New England, 

Australia, to enable him to visit Oxford University to pursue his quantitative research on 

cranial ecomorphology during the dinosaur-bird transition.  Birds are the only extant group 

of dinosaurs and their enormous evolutionary success has been attributed to key anatomical 

features, including the specialised architecture of their skull. The unparalleled Jehol Biota 

from China includes the most diverse known Cretaceous avifauna, revealing unprecedented 

data on the early evolution and diversity of birds, so this study has the potential to advance 

significantly our understanding of very early bird evolution. 
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An Increase in Onsite Research 

The number of researchers and readers in the Library has increased this year: 377 

researchers in 2019 compared to 308 in 2018. In particular, we registered 41% more new 

readers in 2019 than in 2018. We attribute this to at least three factors: the continuing use of 

our Online Collections; the online accessibility of the Archives catalogue, which is regularly 

updated with newly catalogued manuscripts and archives; and the Library catalogue being 

available on Library Hub (formerly COPAC) since November 2019. 

The research done by various authors for the Society’s book of treasures (‘L50’) by 

independent researchers and volunteers enabled us to delve deeper into our collections and 

reveal for instance, that our copy of Edward Lear’s Parrots (1832) is one of only two in the 

world to have the full set of 42 colour plates, or that Gwatkins’ botanical paintings covered 

earlier drawings, whose origins are still unknown. Katrin Böhme, from the Berlin 

Staatsbibliothek, also uncovered intriguing annotations on some of our rare books while 

undertaking their audit. 

COLLECTIONS & HERITAGE 

Overview of the year  

In 2019, Collections staff grew into a strong team, with invaluable support from its 

volunteers, honorary curators and the Collections Committee. The team ticked off many of 

its Collections Strategy objectives: joining Library Hub, conserving the carpological 

collection, updating its Collections Development Policy, restructuring the Society’s image 

drive, cataloguing, and collaborating on the Society’s upcoming publication, L: 50 Objects, 

Stories and Discoveries from the Linnean Society of London.  

Linnaeus Link Union Catalogue 

This year we welcomed the Royal Horticultural Society’s Lindley Library to the Linnaeus 

Link Union Catalogue. RHS Lindley are contributing nearly 200 records to the catalogue, 

with more items forthcoming. Highlights include several early editions of Linnaean works, 

such as the Hortus Cliffortianus from 1737. 

A Conserved Collection & AdoptLINN 

March 2019 saw the completion of the conservation of the carpological collection, funded by 

an Arts Council PRISM grant. Conservator Janet Ashdown cleaned and re-boxed nearly 800 

items, and new bespoke storage space was built for the collection. 

 

AdoptLINN was again very successful in 2019, and we are grateful to the ten donors who 

adopted books like Johann Jacob Dillenius’ Historia Muscorum (1741), manuscripts (James 

Edward Smith’s annotated copy of copy of Linnaeus' Flora Lapponica, 1737) and artworks 

(Alexander Anderson’s botanical drawings from the St Vincent botanical garden, 1800s). The 

copy of Per Krafft’s portrait of Carl Linnaeus (found in our Meeting Room) came back from 

conservation, showing off his beautiful blue coat. 

Equipment Expansion 

In January, our digitisation equipment was upgraded from an Atiz BookDrive Pro to a 

BookDrive Mark 2, which utilises two Canon 5DS cameras. We also purchased a new 

camera for use with our microscope to better help with requests from researchers. A new 
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image request system was also implemented, with an updated webpage, clearer forms, and 

a new online payment system. Income from image requests for 2019 was £1,473. 

 

In September, our Digital Assets Manager Andrea Deneau started a postgraduate certificate 

course in Digital Recordkeeping, which will allow us to make more informed decisions about 

our digital assets going forward. 

Funds from Library-led Activities 

The Collections team has worked hard to fundraise in 2019: book sales have raised £723.40 for 

the Library since 1 January 2019 (£585.36 from donations for book trolley items, and £138.04 

from the Anybook disposal service). Ten generous donors have contributed a total of £2,290 

towards the AdoptLINN conservation scheme, and our Treasures Tours and other guided 

tours to non-educational organisations raised £1,520. 

 

Talks, Trips, & Tweets 

In addition to engaging visitors on site, the Collections team has been keen to participate in 

external conferences and training, attending the annual meetings of the European Botanical 

and Horticultural Libraries and Linnaeus Link (Switzerland, June), and of the Natural 

Sciences Collections Association, ‘Dead Interesting: Secrets of Collections Success’ (Dublin, 

May). A one-day conference on early-modern scientific illustration (Oxford, July), a 

workshop on ‘Preserving Historic Photographs’ (British Library, November), and a Catalogue 

Day at the National Archives (November) are just a handful of events attended by the team. 

Talks were also given by Head of Collections Isabelle Charmantier on artworks by unknown 

indigenous and local artists in our collections (15th International Congress on the 

Enlightenment, Edinburgh, July) and on Carl Linnaeus (High Wycombe School, January and Royal 

Society of Chemistry, November).  

The Collections team has been active on social media, participating in the annual Explore Your 

Archives campaign in November, and writing numerous blogs. A sign of the times: we even 

responded to a handful of enquiries on Twitter! 

New Staff 

Dot Fouracre left the Society in March 2019, and Will Beharrell joined us as our new Librarian 

from Magdalen College, Oxford, where he had been Assistant Librarian. We also welcomed 

Luke Thorne as part-time Assistant Archivist in October. 

 

Library & Archive Volunteers 

Our amazing volunteers did a tremendous amount of work in 2019, helping us to catalogue 

old and new donations for the Library (Sheila Meredith, Pia Wilson and Lynda Brooks), to list 

and catalogue archives (David Pescod, Judy Thompson, Isla Macer Law), to catalogue the 

carpological collection (Kate Coss), and to conserve artwork (John Abbott). 

  

Led by Archivist Liz McGow, many new volunteers and students joined us in 2019 for very 

specific projects: Sae Matsuno catalogued Japanese books; Kings College MA History 

students, Charlotte Robertson and Fred Yip, catalogued the E.M. Holmes correspondence and 

Linnean Zoological Club, respectively; and University College London Archives trainee Maria 

Anthony catalogued miscellaneous material from the Lady Pleasance Smith archive. 
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We are always grateful for the work undertaken by our honorary curators, Glenn Benson, 

Oliver Crimmen, Suzanne Ryder and Mark A. Spencer, who answer scientific enquiries, deal 

with visiting scientists, and curate our biological and artefacts collections. 

Gifts & Acquisitions 

Probably the most striking new acquisition this year was a complete run of the much-loved 

New Naturalist series, famous for their vibrant dust-jackets, from Clemency Fisher FLS. Dr 

Fisher is the daughter of the late James Fisher, an original editor of the series, and many 

copies bear evidence of his critical pencil! The books are currently on display in the 

Discovery Room while they are catalogued.  

  

Other notable gifts came from Prof Peter Jewell and Dr Juliet Clutton-Brock (via their 

daughters, Sarah, Topsy, and Rebecca Jewell); the estate of Prof Gwilym Evans; Lord 

Cranbrook, Duku Cultural Publishing Company Beijing; Dr. Ben Burt; the Jardin botanique 

alpin du Lautaret; the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew; Christopher Cleal; Barry Thomas; Randall 

Keynes; Mark Spencer; and the estate of David Frodin. 

Enthusiastic Kings College MA History students Taylor Harwood and Kristen Wellborn 

carried out an internship of 100 hours between January and April, cataloguing the letters of 

Pleasance Smith and producing a podcast (https://soundcloud.com/user-679811756/lady-

pleasance-smith). 

Plans for the Future 

The Collections team have big plans for 2020, having started the year with two weeks of 

housekeeping in order to reorganise sections of the Library. Internal objectives include 

updating the Disaster Plan, continuing cataloguing of the carpological collection, archives 

and library books, and recommencing cataloguing journals.  

 

More outward-facing projects include an oral history project about the Society, collaboration 

with the project ‘Mollusca Types in Britain and Ireland’ and The Watercolour World, and 

cultivating links with other heritage organisations. 

Displays 

The Collections team has long organised displays to support evening or day meetings (like 

2019’s Alfred Russel Wallace celebration) and other outreach activities. Our new, bespoke 

cabinets can exhibit more than ever before, and to coincide with the Society’s 2019 Founder’s 

Day lecture, entitled ‘Linnaeus in Lapland’, the Collections team put together a display 

celebrating Linnaeus’ journey to Lapland. Beginning in Uppsala, Sweden, on Friday 12 May 

1735, he would go on to cover 2,000 km in an expedition that would prove significant in his 

scientific career.  

 

The display was spread across three main themes: Linnaeus’ interests in natural history, his 

notes on the area’s ethnography, and the journey itself. Items on show included maps drawn 

by Linnaeus, passports issued to him by various regional authorities, and a copy of Johannes 

Scheffer’s Lapponia id est, Regionis Lapponum et Gentis Nova et Verissima Descriptio (1673), which 

Linnaeus bought and consulted to plan his trip.  

 

https://soundcloud.com/user-679811756/lady-pleasance-smith
https://soundcloud.com/user-679811756/lady-pleasance-smith
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The Lapland journey diary, which Linnaeus never published, takes pride of place, 

accompanied by one of his walking sticks, beautifully carved with Linnaeus’ plant, the 

twinflower Linnea borealis. His work on the parasitic reindeer warble fly (Hypoderma tarandi), 

was also on display alongside a drawing and several specimens. 

 

The display ran from December 2019 until April 2020, and the team hopes to arrange more 

long-term mini-exhibits in the year to come. 

 

Feedback from readers: 

That was a bright, shining experience in what was a wonderful week we had in London on our recent 

trip 

Thank you very much for generously offering your time this morning. It was a trip highlight being 

able to enter the vault and view specimens of plants and trees name by Linnaeus that are part of my 

research project in central Louisiana.  I look forward to another visit before too long  

I had a most successful and enjoyable day in the library and I shall send you a copy of the May 

magazine with the article on 'the Lymington shrimp'. Your colleagues in the library were most 

helpful 

I am writing this mail to you to thank you profusely for the help I received from you when I visited 

the Linnaean Library on 9th January 2019. Despite your preoccupation with housekeeping, I was 

given all the books that I wished to consult 
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OUR FELLOWSHIP 

Our focus on diversity was reflected in the successful conference in March on Diversity in 

Natural History, chaired by Prof Pratik Chakrabarti, which celebrated the contributions of 

ethnic minorities to natural history, past and present, while a thorough strategic review of 

the Society’s membership is planned during 2020, to consider ways of enhancing the 

diversity and engagement of our Fellowship.  

Increasing Fellowship 

The Society’s esteemed Fellowship continues to grow, under the administrative eye of Room Hire 

and Membership Assistant Tatiana Franco, with 174 FLS newly-elected (137 paid-up) in 2019, 

bringing the total number of members to 2,921. It’s especially encouraging to see increasing 

numbers of Student Associates, with 49 becoming members in 2019, bringing the total student 

members to 128.  The Fellowship continues to have wide geographic spread around the globe, on 

all seven continents.    

Fellows in the Spotlight 

We applaud the passion of our Fellows for the natural world and celebrate their contributions 

and achievements.  Some notables in 2019 include:  

Margaret E. Cooper LLB FLS (elected 1998) was made a Fellow of the Faculty of Forensic & 

Legal Medicine (FFLM) of the Royal College of Physicians of London, together with her 

veterinarian husband John E Cooper, in recognition of their contribution to forensic 

medicine over the past 30 years.  

Dr Leanne Melbourne FLS (elected 2019), our Events & Communications Manager, was 

recognised by Bristol University Faculty of Science as one of their young and dynamic 

BAME (Black & Minority Ethnic) ‘Inspirational Bristol Scientists’. 

A special Festschrift for Professor David Mabberley FLS (elected 1974) was published in 

2019 in the Gardens’ Bulletin Singapore, stating of him that ‘no one alive in our field … has 

achieved so brilliant and sustained a torrent of work…….. his contribution is almost unimaginable’. 

Gina Douglas HonFLS (elected 1974), Archivist Emerita, was elected President of the Ray 

Society, which exists to publish books on natural history with special, but not exclusive 

reference to the flora and fauna of the British Isles.   

 

In Remembrance 

Sadly, we lost a number of eminent FLS during the year, including the ‘Father of the Society’, 

i.e. the longest serving member, Dr Stanley Hughes, a mycologist, elected in 1951, a Fellow for 

over 68 years.  Other notable losses included the botanist and broadcaster Dr David Bellamy 

HonFLS (elected 1960) who died aged 86, and the botanist Dr David Gamman Frodin FLS 

(elected 1970)—‘David was our Wikipedia before the internet’. We also pay our respects to Mr 

Bob Johns (elected 1983), an enthusiast for the flora, fauna and people of New Guinea.  

Membership Strategy & Policy 
The Society undertook an extensive review of its Governance during 2019, and one of the 

resulting recommendations highlighted the need to develop a clear membership strategy and 

policy. In implementing this recommendation, we will undertake an extensive stakeholder 
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survey and analysis during 2020. We welcome your thoughts on how to improve our value 

proposition for members.   

CONNECTING PEOPLE 

With over 40 onsite events in 2019, the Society continued to attract new audiences. While our 

regular programme drew attention to topics like comb jellies, bryophytes and deep sea 

organisms, we hosted a number of additional events that looked into human population and 

biodiversity loss, and what Charles Darwin taught us about the history of emotion.  (see 

Appendix).  

A Year of Collaboration 

The Society hosted and organise a wide variety of events in 2019, with evening lectures 

covering such diverse topics as deep sea sampling, the origin and early evolution of snakes 

and the adaptations of mammals to urban environments. We partnered with other institutions 

for several events, including the 7th International Orchid Conservation Congress at Royal 

Botanic Gardens, Kew, and a series of lectures on nature in green belts at Birkbeck, University 

of London. The Society also played host to ‘Darwin Vexed: A History of Emotions and Anger’ 

in association with Queen Mary University of London. Additionally, this year included the 

launch of our cross-courtyard collaborative Burlington House Lecture, which took us on A 

Molecular Journey through History. 

 

Our Christmas lecture was another standout event with Paul Barritt, classic violinist and 

Permanent Guest Leader of the Hallé Orchestra, exploring the use of bird calls and sounds in 

classical music. Our most popular lunchtime lectures focused on the history of seed exchange 

with Prof Maria Zytaruk and the plants of the Qur’ān with Dr Shahina Ghazanfar FLS. 

Discussing & Celebrating Diversity 

In March our aim was to celebrate diversity within science with a day meeting focusing on 

the contributions of ethnic minorities to the study of natural history. ‘Diversity within Natural 

History’ was led by Events and Communications Manager Leanne Melbourne, and this 

fruitful day concentrated on uncovering hidden figures, learning about current experiences 

for ethnic minorities, the initiatives available to help support these groups and discovering 

what’s next for the future. On display were works from the Society’s collections by some 

known artists of colour, like John Tyley in St Vincent and Haludar in India and Nepal, but the 

majority remain unknown. 

 

Other successful day meetings looked into the evolution of snakes and celebrated the 150th 

anniversary of Alfred Russel Wallace’s The Malay Archipelago. 

Courtyard Late 2019: Elements 

Our annual Courtyard Late is always one of the highlights of the year, where all of the 

neighbouring institutions around Burlington House Courtyard (Royal Astronomical Society, 

Geological Society of London, Royal Society of Chemistry and Society for Antiquaries of 

London) participate in a late night joint event.  

 

In the International Year of the Periodic table, the general theme was ‘Elements’. Looking 

specifically at the role of elements in extreme environments, guests were invited to look 
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through an incredible display of carnivorous plants and talk to experts Fred Rumsey 

(Natural History Museum, London) and Steve Tatman (The Carnivorous Plant Society).  In 

our library guests sampled special carbon neutral mojitos and played a giant game of ‘guess 

who’ using different species. Our Discovery Room was transformed into an escape room, 

where participants were encouraged to follow clues recorded by Rich Boden FLS, work out 

riddles and ‘escape’ Movile Cave in Romania, an environment high in hydrogen sulphide 

and carbon dioxide, but low in oxygen. 

The event was fun, engaging and informative, and incredibly, the Society played host to a 

record 352 participants in a single evening. 

 

Collections for Everyone 

2019 saw the Collections team give 62 tours of the Collections, including 11 Treasures Tours. 

Tours were given to University students from US, UK and Japanese institutions, University 

of the Third Age, and private groups. More than 1,100 visitors toured the Society, either in 

an organised group or simply to have a look around the Library.  

The Library also organised detailed displays for the Society’s new art-meets-science classes, 

showing relevant books and archives to participants.  

As already seen, the new display cases were put to good use, hosting exhibitions that 

complemented events such as ‘Conserving the carpological collection’, and ‘Alfred Russell 

Wallace’ to mark the 150th anniversary of his book The Malay Archipelago. Artworks were also 

on display in support of events, like the illustrations for ‘Francis Buchanan-Hamilton’s Fishes 

of the Ganges’, and items available for adoption under the AdoptLINN scheme. The Discovery 

Room’s cabinets were used to exhibit a complete run of the New Naturalists series, which are 

undergoing cataloguing and are available for use.  

The Society received some excellent feedback from collections tours: 

Our guide was very informative with an encyclopaedic knowledge of so many aspects of the lives of 

the characters involved and an enthusiasm for the collections which was contagious. Thank you for a 

fantastic tour & afternoon 

I was blown away by the collections and by being able to see so intimately such important and 

fascinating historic artefacts. Could you pass on special thanks to the interesting and knowledgeable 

guide, though the hour she had hardly did justice to the collection. 

Splendid!   Quite exceptional! 

Thank you so much for the wonderful visit to the Linnean Society and your time to show us 

around.  It was a truly unique experience and the students absolutely loved it and got so much out of 

your passion and knowledge and having access to such a wonderful collection 

Thank you so much for providing our group with a fascinating afternoon 

It was so generous of you to show us the Library and most precious notebooks, early publications, 

herbaria and specimens in the Vault.  Carl Linnaeus a person so driven to understand and classify the 

natural world 
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Expanding Merchandise 

Overseen by Buildings and Office Manager Helen Shaw, a gentle expansion to our range of 

merchandise resulted in a pleasing increase in sales in 2019. For the first time, Society 

Christmas cards were available and were a success; as a result we will be continuing this range 

in 2020. Our newly purchased display cabinet has been of great benefit, allowing visitors to 

more clearly view our small range of merchandise. Books continue to be a sizable proportion 

of our sales, which we hope will continue to grow with the release of L: 50 Objects, Stories and 

Discoveries from The Linnean Society of London in 2020. We hope this new item will appeal to 

Fellows and visitors alike, teeming with stunning pictures of our collections.  

Food for Thought 

In 2020, work will continue on diversifying and expanding our audiences. Our aim is to be a 

hub for anyone interested in natural history, a goal we will support by continuing our 

annual student conference and skills workshops. Inclusivity will be key as we shine a light 

on hidden figures throughout history via our blogposts and activities. And 2020 will see us 

expand our events programme to new audiences, through initiatives like our ‘Food for 

Thought’ series, where thought-provoking lectures will be combined with tasting sessions. 

 

DISCOVERING MORE 

At the start of 2019 the Education team welcomed Daryl Stenvoll-Wells as the new BioMedia 

Meltdown Manager (see ‘Special Projects’). We have also been busy revealing new stories 

about both our collections and the world of biology through our digital media, publishing our 

first activity book for parents, and hosting creative events in our wonderful Discovery Room. 

Unique Resources 

The Linnean Learning team focusses on producing unique resources, using taxonomy as the 

starting point to understand the breadth and importance of nature. In 2019 we launched our 

fifth Discovery Kit for primary school teachers, this time studying Evolution. These loan kits 

provide UK schools with the ability to teach more difficult scientific subjects in a unique and 

engaging way.  

 

We also released the educational publication, Linnaeus at Home, developed to help parents 

reconnect with nature and encourage their children to explore the natural world, right 

outside their door. The book and all of the activities are free to view online. 

 

Learning Online 

Our media content, overseen by Ross Ziegelmeier, delved deep into our collections this year 

to produce animations featuring Linnaeus’ raccoon Sjupp, as well as promotional videos for 

events, and many podcasts exploring the scientific treasures in our vault and the research of 

our Fellows.  

 

A particular highlight was the creation of three animations exploring the synergy between 

art and science. Produced to support the BioMedia Meltdown project, the background 

scenery was created using students’ work. 
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Linnaeus Reimagined 

Following the success of the 2018 portrait competition, this year we asked children aged 8–

11 to create a new contemporary portrait of Carl Linnaeus. The winner was a wonderful 

reimagining of Linnaeus as a modern woman, produced by 10-year-old Olivia from 

Lightcliffe Primary School in West Yorkshire. 

 

Life in the Discovery Room 

In November 2019, we formally launched our Discovery Room. Acting as a mini-museum 

showcasing the Society’s collections, the aim of this space is to inspire as many people as 

possible to embrace an interest in nature. 

 

The Discovery Room was in use for over 100 days of the year—over 35 workshops—

engaging with teachers wanting to improve their knowledge of relevant topics, university 

students keen to develop their public engagement skills, and all those brushing up on their 

skills through nature-based art classes.  

 

In 2020 we will continue to ramp up the use of this space, working both with previous 

partners and seeking out new ones in order to offer an increasingly wide variety of 

workshops. 

 

Workshop participant quotes: 

“It was the best workshop I had for a long time” 

“Really good. It's a very good exercise to work from actual products of the Society as example. Good 

hands on activities”  

“Thank you very much for all the hard work and thought that went into this course. I really enjoyed 

the classes, which were fun, informative and really well run. The small class size was perfect, allowing 

lots of student-teacher interaction and guidance” 

“It was such an enjoyable day, and we learned a lot. It’s a terrific class size and room to work in.  

I look forward to the next workshop!” 

“Another lovely day at the Linnean” 

Year to Come 

We’re heading into 2020 with a clear vision of how we will encourage a deeper engagement 

with the natural world. We will be achieving this by making use of our building as a hub for 

education, by producing unique digital resources, and by reaching out to new audiences 

across the UK. 

 

We are aiming to build on our current connections with teachers with CPD sessions, and 

continue to engage students with our content, workshops and events. 
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INNOVATIONS 

BioMedia Meltdown Project 2019-2020 

The Society’s flagship school and community outreach project, our BioMedia Meltdown 

competition (BMM), continued to expand its reach and impact during its fifth year (with this 

cycle being funded by the Society). BMM Project Manager Daryl Stenvoll-Wells designed 

four new workshops and three new sets of downloadable learning materials, covering topics 

such as under-recognised biologists, the wonders of fungi, convergent evolution, and 

taxonomy. With the help of Engagement Research and Delivery Officer Zia Forrai, as well as 

volunteer assistants, 95 workshops were delivered at 42 venues including schools, libraries, 

community groups and our first hospital school. We also hosted six Discovery Room 

workshops at Burlington House for young people, including excluded youth and home 

schoolers, as well as mainstreamed pupils.  

In addition to our extensive workshops for young people, BMM furthered its capacity 

through outreach to teachers and learning coordinators across the capital, including 

presentations to ASCEL (the Association of Senior Children's and Education Librarians) and 

a teachers’ evening at Chelsea Physic Garden. Through a teacher training grant from 

Artsmark: A New Direction, BMM partnered with the Geological Society to host a fully-

booked INSET day for 24 teachers from all over London. Participants learned about the 

importance of cross-curricular strategies for all three key stages, experimenting with a wide 

range of techniques. These events enabled BMM to reach the goal of 100 events for the 2019–

20 project cycle, developing sustainable strategies to stimulate STEAM learning, and 

increase access to the biological sciences for under-represented groups while maintaining 

project quality.   

 

First Annual Student Conference 

In February 2019 we were proud to launch the Society’s inaugural student conference. A 

competition for students studying for natural history-related masters or PhDs, they were 

invited to present their research either through spoken presentations or engaging posters in 

an appealing way to a broad audience. The day was a major success, with all participants 

enjoying the idea of presenting to a wider audience than their usual peers. Audience 

members all commented on the high quality of research and how effectively the students 

conveyed their work.  

The wide range of topics included bioprospecting, West African monkeys, animal 

pollination and anthropomorphic orchids, all presented by students from around the UK, 

and at different stages of their career. The winners of the poster and oral competition both 

came from the Natural History Museum, London: Ana Serra Silva created a captivating 

poster on the evolution of body shape in cichlid fishes, while Alex McGoran gave an 

informative talk on the ingestion of plastic by fish. The day ended with a keynote speech by 

Prof Mike Benton on the evolution of bird feathers.   

The run up to the conference also provided the opportunity for the Society to start a series of 

student skill sessions, aimed at helping students with the tools they need for a successful 

career in academia, including thesis writing, tackling imposter syndrome and how to 

effectively communicate your research. 
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RECOGNISING EXCELLENCE 

The Society acknowledges and encourages excellence in all aspects of the biological 

sciences, with particular emphasis on the disciplines of evolution, taxonomy, biodiversity 

conservation and sustainability and botanical art.    Excellence is recognized through 

research sponsorship and the awarding of medals and other honours. 

 

Categories MEDAL & AWARD WINNERS   

Linnean Medal in the 

field of Botany, for 

service to science 

Dr Vicki Funk, National Museum 

of Natural History (NMNH) of the 

Smithsonian Institution, USA 

The most accomplished 

synantherologist (daisy family) 

working today 

Linnean Medal in the 

field of Zoology, for 

service to science 

Professor Samuel Turvey, Institute 

of Zoology, Zoological Society of 

London 

Major contributions to 

understanding the dynamics of 

extinctions during the Late 

Pleistocene and Holocene   

Darwin-Wallace Medal, 

for major advances in 

evolutionary biology 

Professors Svante Pääbo & David 

Reich: Max Planck Institute for 

Evolutionary 

Anthropology, Leipzig, Germany; 

& Harvard Medical School, USA 

Ground-breaking research in 

ancient human population 

genetics.  Together, they have 

given us the true story of our 

origins. 

Bicentenary Medal, for a 

biologist under the age 

of 40  years in 

recognition of excellent 

work  

Dr Steve Portugal, Animal 

Physiology and Behaviour at Royal 

Holloway, University of London 

Internationally recognised, 

integrative biologist, 

encompassing comparative 

biomechanics, behavioural ecology 

and physiology, focusing on avian 

form and function 

Irene Manton Prize, for 

the best botany PhD 

thesis; £1,000 plus a 

work of art 

Dr Leanne Melbourne, University 

of Bristol and NHM, London 

Thesis entitled: The effect of 

environmental change on the 

structure, composition and 

subsequently the structural integrity 

of un-attached corallines 

John C Marsden Medal, 

for the best doctoral 

thesis in biology; £1,000 

plus a medal 

Dr Sarah Hill, Department of 

Zoology, University of Oxford 

Thesis entitled Genomic approaches 

to virus discovery and molecular 

epidemiology 

Jill Smythies Award, to 

a botanical artist for 

outstanding taxonomical 

illustrations; £1,000 

Deborah Lambkin, freelance An established botanical artist, 

widely admired for her fine 

attention to detail especially the 

stunningly accurate representation 

of leaf texture 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Planck_Institute_for_Evolutionary_Anthropology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Planck_Institute_for_Evolutionary_Anthropology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Planck_Institute_for_Evolutionary_Anthropology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leipzig,_Germany
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harvard_Medical_School
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HH Bloomer Award, to 

an amateur naturalist for 

an important 

contribution to biological 

knowledge 

Goronwy Wynne, Flintshire Dedicated to botany for the whole 

of his life; magnum opus “Blodau 

Cymru", a flora of immense 

importance to Wales 

John Spedan Lewis 

Medal, for an individual 

making a significant and 

innovative contribution 

to conservation, in 

particular in 

entomology, ornithology 

or horticulture 

Dr John Burton, World Land Trust Founded the World Land Trust 

(WLT) in 1989, providing a far-

sighted and highly innovative 

solution to an evident problem of 

deforestation 

David Attenborough 

Fieldwork Award, for 

the best fieldwork in a 

project funded through 

the Systematics Research 

Fund; £200 plus 

personally signed 

certificate 

Dr Marko Lukic, University 

Ljubljana, Slovenia 

First detailed morphological and 

molecular study on cave 

springtails in the Western Balkans, 

serving to elucidate their 

unresolved taxonomy 

 

No Trail-Crisp Award was made in 2019 (given for an outstanding contribution to 

biological microscopy, published in the UK)  

Further details can be found at our website, and full citations are in The Linnean Oct 2019 

(35 [2]: 41-50). 
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PEOPLE 

Officers and Council listed on pp. 3-4 

Linnean Society Staff Team 

Executive Secretary Dr Elizabeth Rollinson (2011)  

Financial Controller & Membership Officer Mr Priya Nithianandan (1991) 

Head of Collections Dr Isabelle Charmantier (from August 2018) 

Office & Buildings Manager Ms Helen Shaw (from June 2017)  

Room Hire Manager & Membership Assistant Ms Tatiana Franco (2015) 

Communications & Events Manager Dr Leanne Melbourne (2017) 

Librarian Ms Dorothy Fouracre (from September 2018 – March 2019) 

Librarian Mr Will Beharrell (from June 2019) 

Archivist Mrs Liz McGow (2016) Returned from maternity leave in March 2019 

Archivist (Maternity cover) Ms Vida Milovanovic (from April 2018 – April 2019) 

Assistant Librarian and Archivist Mr Luke Thorne (2019) 

Digital Assets Manager Ms Andrea Deneau (2010)  

Conservator Ms Janet Ashdown (2002) 

Special Publications Manager Ms Leonie Berwick (2007)  

Education & Public Engagement Manager Mr Joseph Burton (2017) 

Multimedia Content Producer Mr Ross Ziegelmeier (2015) 

BioMedia Meltdown Project Manager Mrs Daryl Stenvoll-Wells (from January 2019) 

Engagement Delivery & Research Officer Mr Zia Forrai (from March 2019) 

Botanical Journal Editorial Assistant Dr Hassan Rankou (2012) 

Office Cleaner P/T Ms Fatima Mendonca (2015) 
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Curators, Editors and Committees 2019 

Curators  

Fish, Shells & General Zoology  Oliver Crimmen (2017) 

Insects     Suzanne Ryder (2017) 

Plants     Dr Mark Spencer (2013)  

Artefacts    Mr Glenn Benson (2014) 

Editors 

Biological Journal   Professor John A Allen (1997)  

Botanical Journal   Professor Mike Fay, RBGK (2008)  

Zoological Journal   Dr Maarten Christenhusz (from Nov 2018) 

Synopses Series   Dr John Crothers (1991) & Dr Peter J Hayward (2002) 

The Linnean Ms Gina Douglas (2013)  

PuLSe     Ms Leonie Berwick (2009) 

 

Committee Chairpersons 

Editorial     The Editorial Secretary (e.o.)  

Finance     The Treasurer (e.o.) 

Collections     The Collections Secretary (e.o.) 

Programmes     One of the Scientific Secretaries (e.o.) 

Education and Public Engagement One of the Scientific Secretaries (e.o.) 

Nominations   The President (e.o.) 

Taxonomy & Systematics  A member of Council (e.o) 

 

The Executive Secretary and Strategic Planning Officer, as well as The Officers, are e.o. 

members of all Committees 
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Committee Membership 

Editorial Committee 

The Editorial Secretary (e.o.) 

The Editors (e.o.)  

Representatives from the publisher, OUP 

Dr Rebecca A Farley-Brown, FSC (2001)  

Finance Committee 

The Treasurer (e.o.) 

The Financial Controller (e.o.) 

Mr Giles Coode-Adams (2001) 

Mr Edward Banks (2009) 

Mr Edward Hoare (1998) 

Prof Gren Lucas OBE 

Dr N. Keith Maybury (2008) 

Collections Committee 

The Collections Secretary (e.o.) 

The Curators (e.o.) 

Library & Collections and E&PE staff 

Mrs Gina Douglas (2008) 

Mrs Susan Gove (2001) 

Mr John Collins (1990-2018) 

Ms Gillian Furlong, formerly UCL (2006) 

Dr DJ Nicholas Hind, RBGK (1995) 

Mr Chris Mills, formerly RBGK (2006) 

Ms Andrea Hart, NHM (2015) 

Mr Tom Kennett, Archivist (2017) 

Dr Richard Preece (2017) 

Dr Mark Watson (2016)  
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Programmes Committee 

Dr Malcolm Scoble (Chairman) 

Events & Communications Manager (e.o.) 

Education & Public Engagement Manager (e.o.) 

Prof Jeff Duckett (2018) 

Prof Alan Hildrew (2019) 

 

Education & Public Engagement Committee 

Prof Simon Hiscock (Chairman) 

Education & Public Engagement, and Library & Collections staff 

Dr Jane Taylor, Lancaster Univ (2013) 

Dawn Sanders (University of Gothenburg) (2019) 

Prof Beverley Glover, Cambridge Botanic Garden (2013) 

Geoff Lockwood, independent school master (2013) 

Charlotte Cotes, ZSL (2019) 

Stephanie Pace, ZSL (2019) 

Julia Willison, RBGK (2016) 

Lyn Baber (Forest School) (2018) 

Taxonomy & Systematics Committee 

Ms Stephanie West, Chairman (2019) 

As appropriate, representatives from research institutions (NHM, RBGK, RBGE), 

universities (Oxford, Cardiff, Herts), museums with natural history collections (NMWales, 

UCL/Grant, Oxford, Horniman, NMIreland) and other bodies concerned with T&S, 

biodiversity and conservation, such as NatSCA, FSC, Natural England, NFBR. 
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STRATEGIC PLAN 2016–2020 

The Council, Officers and Committees of the Society have continued to use the Strategic Plan, 

first laid out in 2008, revised in 2012, and revisited in 2017, as a tool for guidance and 

management leading to achievement of the strategic goal of the Society as stated in its original 

Charter:  

The Cultivation of the Science of Natural History in all its Branches 

Lead by the Strategic Planning Officer, Professor David Cutler PPLS, the Strategic Plan was 

reviewed by members of Council, Officers and Committees of the Society, together with the 

staff, in October 2017, and a number of proposals were followed up in 2018, in particular with 

regard to governance and membership.  It is anticipated that a full strategic review will take 

place in 2020, following the recommendations of the governance review. 

The main elements of the current Strategic Plan are: 

1  Be an inspiration for the scientific study of natural history and widen the appeal of 

the Society 

a)  Arrange and hold scientific meetings 

b)  Publish peer-reviewed journals and books 

c)  Award prizes, grants and medals 

d)  Develop the educational programme to targeted groups 

e)  Ensure that Public Benefits are as comprehensive as possible 

2  Be an informed, independent voice in matters relating to natural history 

a)  Raise public awareness of issues in natural history 

b)  Raise government awareness of issues in natural history 

c)  Maintain successful relationships with the press and media 

3 Be a forum for our Fellows and others interested in natural history 

a)  Provide an outlet for Fellows’ expertise and interests 

b)  Link our Fellowship in common causes 

c)  Provide relevant support for other individuals and societies interested in the study of 

natural history         

d)   Increase the Fellowship, whilst maintaining membership standards 

4  Be a centre for the study for natural history 

a)  Maintain our collections and library to the highest possible standards  

b)  Provide access to our collections and library for a wide audience 

5  Provide long-term user access to the Society’s rooms at New Burlington House 

a)  Secure the New Burlington House premises for our users 

b)  Expand existing and develop additional income streams for the Society 
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PUBLIC BENEFIT 

The Linnean Society contributes to scientific, cultural, social and economic well-being 

nationally and internationally through a broad range of activities and programmes, pursuing 

its mission of the active cultivation of the science of natural history in all its branches. We use 

our unique scientific collections and library resources and our strong focus on biodiversity, 

evolution, science education, conservation and sustainability, to support care and 

understanding of our planet.  The Society’s key charitable activities contributing to our public 

benefit are: 

 Safeguarding and promoting the Society’s heritage collections, through cataloguing, 

conservation and digitisation, improving access to primary information by making 

these freely available to view globally through the Society’s website. 

 Advancing scientific knowledge and understanding through three world-class 

biological research journals, as well as free access to the collections’ biological 

specimens and historical resources, and providing support and recognition through 

grant schemes, medals and awards to emerging scientists and natural historians 

engaged in study of the natural world. 

 Engaging the public in two ways: through a public engagement programme which 

includes regular tours of the collections, joint conferences, free monthly public lectures 

(both at lunchtimes and evenings) held on a variety of topics; and an educational 

outreach programme which reaches out to all pupils and students, some of them 

future biologists and natural historians, that provides extensive educational and 

research resources, in schools, in New Burlington House and online. 

 

The Society’s activities contribute to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) through support for the scientific study of the natural world, and through our unique 

historical resources that illuminate environmental and social change. The Society connects 

academia with a broad and diverse public, informing UK government policy and promoting 

the international profile of the UK as a pre-eminent international hub for specialist and 

technical expertise about the natural world. 
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LOOKING FORWARD – 2019 

The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It cannot be changed without changing 

our thinking. – Albert Einstein (1879–1955) 

 

Building on the foundations of the recent governance review, the Society is well placed to 

advance into the next decade. We intend to explore all strategic opportunities that will allow 

the Society to enhance its impact in the wider natural world, especially given the challenges 

of the biodiversity crisis resulting from climate change and the ever increasing demands of 

the global population. We applaud the recent initiative of Prince William and Sir David 

Attenborough in establishing the Earthshot Prize: A decade of action to repair the Earth. Through 

delivering on its key charitable objectives—advancing scientific knowledge and 

understanding, as well as public and educational outreach—the Society intends to inform 

and involve where it can, in parallel with our newly-defined vision: A world where nature is 

understood, valued and protected. With this in mind, the Society aims fully to support the 

initiative to establish a GCSE in Natural History, to help young adults identify and 

reconnect with nature. 

We will be undertaking an in-depth review of our strategy to ensure that we are ‘on 

mission’: To inform, involve and inspire people of all ages about nature and its significance through 

our collections, programmes and publications. Albeit, planning is challenging due to the 

continuing uncertainty over our future tenancy at Burlington House (BH): although we 

started 2019 working positively with the Government towards securing sustainable long-

term tenure at BH, disappointingly, the process stalled because of the turmoil over Brexit 

and the UK election. However, we will be re-engaging with our landlord early in 2020.  

The Society, together with its publishing partner, Oxford University Press, is working hard 

to embrace the challenges and opportunities of Open Access (OA), and will likely be 

launching a new fully-OA journal, to complement our existing scientific journals. 

Membership matters remain high on the agenda and the Society is acutely aware of the need 

to retain and expand its Fellowship, and move towards a more diverse demographic.  

Finally, as mentioned in the President’s Review, the new book on the Society’s treasures,     

L: 50 Objects, Stories and Discoveries from the Linnean Society of London will be officially 

launched at the Anniversary Meeting in May, but will be available for purchase earlier in the 

year. Pick up your copy when you come to our many and varied events—there’s something 

for everyone in the programme—whether you are a specialist or generalist, interested in 

natural science, art and/or history. Come and share our passion for the natural world! 

 

 

Dr Elizabeth Rollinson 

Executive Secretary  
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 

The full financial accounts were prepared to conform to the Statements of Recommended 

Practice (SORP – FRS 102), and are presented after the report of the External Auditors.  

 

Income from publications rose again in 2019, to £1,747,209 from £1,723,813 in 2018. 

Expenditure increased by £127, 685 as compared to £238,827 in 2018. The following paragraphs 

highlight and explain some of the major areas of income and expenditure. 

 

INCOME 

Fellows, Donations, Contributions and Grants  

There were 2,606 paying Fellows at the end of the year, with a further 67 Associates and 128 

Student members. 137 new Fellows were elected (and paid up) during the year. The total 

number of members, with Honorary and other non-paying members included, now stands at 

2,921, compared with 2,872 at the end of 2018. Currently there are 136 defaulters who need to 

pay their dues by 24 May 2020. The Society is grateful to those that pay their dues in a timely 

manner reducing the need to chasing defaulters.  The total income from Fellowship 

Contributions Income rose to £152,012 from £148,196 in 2018. This increase is partly due to late 

paying Fellows. It is sincerely hoped that all the Fellows who are in arrears will pay up 

promptly.  

 

The Society received a generous unrestricted bequest from the estate of Mr Robert Thompson 

of £5,542 and a further £2,000 from the estate of Dr Stanley John Hughes from Canada. The 

Society is very appreciative of those that remember the Society is their wills. The Society is also 

very appreciative of the anonymous donations and those received through the AdoptLINN 

Programme, which received £ 3,250 supporting important conservation work on items held in 

the Society’s collections. The Society is particularly grateful for the grants and donations 

towards the Linnean Learning education and public engagement initiatives.  

 

The Discovery Room was officially opened in November after having been carefully fitted out 

for all its needs. This was made possible by generous grants received from the Garfield Weston 

Foundation and the Wolfson Foundation. 
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In total, income from Fellows’ contributions, donations, legacies and other activities, excluding 

Publication and Investment income came to £244,464 for the year. The Society paid out £26,980 

as Linnean and Systematics grants, to which £7,000 was received from the Systematics 

Association. In addition the Trust and Special funds contributed £23,338 towards grants and 

awards. 

 

The Society is most grateful to all those funders and donors who have supported the Society 

during the year for their great generosity. It cannot be said often enough how valuable such 

grants, legacies and gifts are to the Society in helping to carry out its many public engagement 

programmes and other charitable activities. 

 

Publications and Royalties 

The income from the publishers of the Society’s journals provides a critical source of support 

for the Society. Net income came in at £1,344,935, as compared to £1,353,823 in 2018. This slight 

fall in net income was due to increased associated expenditure incurred by the Society. Oxford 

University Press contributed an additional £150,000 in 2019 to cover transitional costs.  

  

The Society continues a policy of hybrid publication, enabling those authors who wish to or 

are required to publish Open Access to do so, while maintaining a default policy of not 

economically disenfranchising those authors with no or low funding by not levying page 

charges. As the primary source of income, the Society, along with our publisher, keeps a close 

eye on the worldwide changing policies of Open Access. The Society remains committed to 

providing no-cost or low-cost access to qualifying institutions under various international 

philanthropic publishing programmes. 

 

The Society extends particular thanks and appreciation to the Editors Professor John Allen, for 

the Biological Journal, Professor Mike Fay for the Botanical Journal, and Dr Maarten 

Christenhausz for the Zoological Journal. Led by Professor Mark Chase FRS, the Editorial 

Secretary, and supported by their editorial offices and reviewers, the Editors work tirelessly 

to maintain the quality of the Society’s journals. 

 

Total expenditure on Special Publications, including The Linnean, PuLSE and the Synopses, 

came to £14,307 as compared to £18,221 in 2018. This decrease was largely due to Leonie 

Berwick, our Publication Manager keeping a close eye on printing costs. 

 

Room Hire  

 

The Society hires its rooms at affordable rates primarily to organisations and charities linked 

to the natural world.  Room hire income increased to £40,437 in 2019 from £30,620 in 2018. 

Particular thanks goes to Tatiana Franco, our Room Hire Manager who works endlessly to 

make sure that the operation runs smoothly and indeed to Helen Shaw, who plays an 

important supporting role.   
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Investments 

 

Investment Policy 

The general aim is to enhance the value of both capital and income on a long-term sustainable 

basis. Investments are to be of a prudent nature, offering no more than a moderate risk and 

avoiding more speculative investments.  

 

The Society continues to receive good advice and management of its investments through the 

services of our Investment advisor Gregor McNie under the auspices of Tilney. The Book value 

of the Shares decreased by £14,147 from £2,747,385 to £2,733,238 as at the 31st of December 

2019. The Society is committed to increase its stock holding and this decrease was a result of 

stock being sold just prior to year-end just prior to reinvestment of these funds. There was an 

overall realised and unrealised loss on investments during the year of £498,754 resulting in a 

closing market value of £3,903,741. The return on investments as a whole was 3.8% compared 

with 3.7% in 2018. The increased investment income available to the General Fund is £65,565 

compared with £61,963 for 2018, showing a steady increase. 

 

The total income from all investments, both for the General Reserve and Trust & Special Fund, 

was £103,651 compared with £105,303 earned last year in 2018. The increased dividend income 

on the General Fund was due to purchase of shares during the year. 

 

EXPENDITURE 

 

Society Activities 

While all the Society costs are incurred in supporting the Society’s charitable activities and 

delivering the Society’s objective to Inspire, Inform, be a Forum and Study Centre for Natural 

History it is worth noting that this is strongly focused through public engagement activities 

and events, both within house and through outreach. 

 

Our seven core functions reported in the Accounts are, Collections: Curatorial, Collections: 

Conservation, Education, Publications, Scientific Meetings, Library, and Research 

Sponsorship. The Society spent just over £1.57M on these charitable activities in 2019. 

 

Heritage Assets 

As reported in 2018, the Society purchased the 2nd volume of Transylvania Florilegium. Payment 

of £5,475 for the first volume was made in 2018. The value of this publication has been 

transferred to Heritage Assets. 
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Salaries and National Insurance 

Expenditure on direct salaries and National Insurance for core staff rose from £569,089 in 2018 

compared with £612,748 in 2019. This increase reflects the salary costs that the Society has now 

taken on as a result of funding the BioMedia Meltdown project which was previously funded 

by the John Lyon’s Charity. William Beharrell was appointed as Librarian, Luke Thorne as 

part time archivist and Daryl Wells joined the education team in charge of the BioMedia 

Meltdown Project. Dorothy Fouracre left the Society in 2019. 

 

Remuneration Policy for Senior Management 

Remuneration for the Senior Management Team which comprises the Executive Secretary, the 

Financial Controller and the Head of Collections is reviewed by the Officers of the Society, 

taking into consideration current trends in like-organisations, and approved by the Trustees. 

 

Legal and Related Professional Fees 

There was increased legal expenditure in 2019 amounting to £43,217 as compared to £7,357 in 

2018. These fees related to advice on the lease which is still ongoing. 

 

Buildings and Infrastructure 

The Society took on the task of replacing the boiler at Burlington House. Original estimates 

had come in at £150K but it was finally done at a figure of just under £40K. Helen Shaw should 

be congratulated for her careful oversight of this project and other building matters over the 

year.  

 

As reported in the 2018 accounts there was a significant increase in Ministry of Housing 

Community and Local Government (MHCLG, previously known as DCLG) costs. Provision 

was made in the 2016 and 2017 accounts for rents due under the previous lease (which expired 

in 2015), based on estimates against previous actual increases in rent.  In 2019, rent invoices 

for these years were finally received and have been written off against these provisions. Rental 

charges for 2020 and future years are still under discussion. 

 

FUNDS 

Designated Funds 

The Mortgage Liability Fund stands at £241,061. Special Library Expenses provision stands at 

£6,470. The Development Fund stands at £200,000. With the uncertainty over rents for New 

Burlington House from 2015 onwards, and the affordability to the Society in the medium term, 

a Designated Fund of £300,000, the Building Fund, was set up in 2017 to cover the financial 

risks and liabilities associated with and required by the lease on vacating the premises. Based 

on previous costs incurred, the Society has set up a further Designated Fund, The Legal Fund, 

of £100,000 to cover the expected costs of renewing the current lease on New Burlington 

House. 
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Reserves Policy 

The Society’s general reserve is held to facilitate cash flow and to enable the Society to continue 

to operate effectively in the event that income be significantly reduced. The general reserve is 

also held to provide funding for projects which have not attracted external funding (e.g. the 2-

year extension of the BioMedia Meltdown project, continuing the momentum built during the 

first two years funded by John Lyon’s Charity). The Trustees consider that a minimum of 5 

months of operational expenditure should be held in the General Reserve with a minimum of 

approximately £400k to £600k. In addition, the Society holds designated reserves to reflect 

funds spent on fixed assets and to earmark funds for planned future expenditure. The current 

balance on the General Reserve is just over £2m which the Trustees consider reasonable in the 

context of budgeted costs and uncertainty over continued occupation of New Burlington 

House.  
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RISK ASSESSMENT 

 

The Trustees regularly review the Risk Register, which summarises the major strategic, 

business and operational risks which the Society faces and have implemented appropriate 

systems and procedures to mitigate these risks. The Society also has a Business Continuity Plan 

(BCP), which was developed to enable the Society to continue normal operations in the event 

of a serious disruptive incident.  The BCP is also regularly reviewed and updated as needs.  

 

STATEMENT OF TRUSTEES’ FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THE 

CHARITIES ACT 

 

The Trustees are required to prepare financial statements for each financial year which give a 

true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Society and of the surplus or deficit of the Society 

for that year. In preparing those financial statements, the Trustees are required to: 

 

• Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently 

• Make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent 

• Prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is 

inappropriate to presume that the Society will continue in business 

 

The Trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with 

reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the Society and to enable them to 

ensure that the financial statements comply with relevant legislation. They are also responsible 

for safeguarding the assets of the Society and hence for taking reasonable steps for the 

prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities. 

 

Responsibilities of the Treasurer 

Fellows of the Society have, through the Society’s Bye Laws (BL) accepted at a General Meeting 

of the Society held on 15th February 1990 and published in July 1991, agreed (BL Section 12) 

that “the Treasurer (of the Society) shall require the keeping of detailed accounts of all receipts 

and payments (BL 12.1), shall be responsible for the financial affairs of the Society and shall 

advise the Officers and Council both of the long term trends and matters of the moment 

concerning financial strategy. Taking advice from the Finance Committee and Professional 

advisers, when appropriate, the Treasurer shall act in the name of the Society on matters of 

investment (BL 12.3)”. 

 

Audit Arrangements 

“A firm of chartered accountants shall be appointed by the Fellows at the Anniversary Meeting 

as Auditors for the following year (BL 12.5). Prior to their presentation to the Anniversary 

Meeting, the Annual Statement of Accounts and the report of the Professional auditors shall 

be examined by an Audit Review Committee of Fellows. This Committee, to be elected 

annually, shall consist of three members of Council (including the President or a Vice-

President), and two Fellows who are not members of Council who shall be elected at a General 

Meeting. The Committee shall report to Council and Fellows at the Anniversary Meeting (BL 

12.6)”. 
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Messrs. Knox Cropper have expressed their willingness to be re-appointed as auditors. 

 

 

These accounts were approved by Council on 19th March 2020 and signed on behalf of the 

Trustees by 

 

 

 

________________________________ Treasurer 

 

 

 

________________________________ President 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF 

THE LINNEAN SOCIETY OF LONDON 

 

OPINION ON FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

We have audited the financial statements of The Linnean Society for the year ended 31st 

December 2018 which comprise the Statement of Financial Activities, the Balance Sheet, the 

Cash Flow Statement and the related notes, including a summary of significant accounting 

policies. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is 

applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards, including Financial Reporting 

Standard 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland 

(United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice). 

 

In our opinion the financial statements: 

 

• give a true and fair view of the state of the charity’s affairs as at 31st  December 2018 and 

of its incoming resources and application of resources, for the year then ended; 

• have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted 

Accounting Practice; and 

• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Charities Act 2011. 

 

BASIS FOR OPINION 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs 

(UK)) and applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in 

the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our report. We 

are independent of the charity in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to 

our audit of the financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we 

have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We 

believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 

basis for our opinion. 

 

CONCLUSIONS RELATING TO GOING CONCERN 

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs 

(UK) require us to report to you where: 

 

• the Trustees’ use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the 

financial statements is not appropriate; or 

• the Trustees have not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material 

uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about the charity’s ability to continue to 

adopt the going concern basis of accounting for a period of at least twelve months from 

the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue. 
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OTHER INFORMATION 

The other information comprises the information included in the annual report, other than the 

financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. The Trustees are responsible for the 

other information.  

 

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not 

express any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 

 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 

information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent 

with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to 

be materially misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material 

misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a material misstatement in the 

financial statements or a material misstatement of the other information. If, based on the work 

we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other 

information, we are required to report that fact.  We have nothing to report in this regard. 

 

MATTERS ON WHICH WE ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT BY EXCEPTION 

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the Charities 

(Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008 requires us to report to you if, in our opinion: 

 

• the information given in the Report of the Trustees is inconsistent in any material respect 

with the financial statements; or 

• sufficient accounting records have not been kept; or 

• the financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns; 

or 

• we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit. 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF TRUSTEES AND AUDITORS 

As explained more fully in the Trustees’ responsibilities statement set out on page 39, the 

Trustees are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied 

that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal control as the Trustees determine is 

necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

 

In preparing the financial statements, the Trustees are responsible for assessing the charity’s 

ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going 

concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Trustees either intend to 

liquidate the charity or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so. 
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AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

We have been appointed as auditor under section 144 of the Charities Act 2011 and report in 

accordance with the Act and relevant regulations made or having effect thereunder. 

 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a 

whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an 

auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, 

but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect 

a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are 

considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 

influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

 

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located 

on the Financial Reporting Council’s website at: 

https://www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities . This description forms part of our auditor’s 

report. 

 

USE OF OUR REPORT 

 

This report is made solely to the charity’s Trustees and members, as a body, in accordance 

with Section 144 of the Charities Act 2011 and regulations made under Section 154 of that Act. 

Our audit work has been undertaken so that we may state to the Trustees and members those 

matters we are required to state to them in an auditors’ report and for no other purpose. To 

the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other 

than Trustees and members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions 

we have formed. 

 

 

Knox Cropper LLP, Chartered Accountants, Statutory Auditor 

65 Leadenhall Street 

London 

EC3A 2AD 

 

Date: 19th March 2020 

 

Knox Cropper is eligible for appointment as auditor of the charity by virtue of its eligibility 

for appointment as auditor of a company under section 1212 of the Companies Act 2006.  

https://www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2019 

  Un- 

restricted 

 

 

Restricted 

 

 

Endowment 

 

 

2019 

 

 

2018 Notes Funds Funds Funds Total Total 
 £ £ £ £ £ 

Income and Endowments From:       

Donations and Legacies 2 18,916 1,500 - 20,416 102,914 

Charitable Activities       

  Members’ Contributions  152,012 - - 152,012 148,196 

  Publications 3 1,747,209 - - 1,747,209 1,723,813 

  Scientific Meetings  8,479 - - 8,479 7,847 

  Library  7,542 - - 7,542 11,552 

Other Trading Activities 4 57,013 - - 57,013 40,655 

Investments  70,863 38,575 - 109,438 105,303 

       

Total Income and Endowments  2,062,034 40,075 - 2,102,109 2,140,280 

       
Expenditure On:       

Raising Funds       

Investment Management Costs  7,149 4,166 - 11,315 7,821 

       

Charitable Activities 6      

  Education  218,728 31,375 - 250,103 202,651 

  Publications  419,738 - - 419,738 375,319 

  Scientific Meetings  214,751 - - 214,751 207,136 

  Library  304,869 4,768 - 309,637 300,674 

  Collections: Curatorial  159,190 - - 159,190 159,116 

  Collections: Conservation  141,631 - - 141,631 119,817 

  Research Sponsorship  49,661 21,480 - 71,141 77,287 

Total Expenditure  1,515,717 61,789 - 1,577,506 1,449,821 

Net Income/(Expenditure) before 

Investment Gains/(Losses) 

 

  

546,317 

 

 

(21,714) 

 

- 

 

524,603 

 

 

690,459 

       

Net Gains/(Losses) on Investments  291,167 77,221 92,459 460,847 (356,130) 

Net Income/(Expenditure)  837,484 55,507 92,459 985,450 334,329 
Transfers  - - - - - 
Other Recognised Gains/(Losses)  - - - - - 

NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS  837,484 55,507 92,459 985,450 334,329 

Fund balance brought forward at 

31/12/2018 

  

3,589,302 

 

 

2,255,424 

 

 

675,968 

 

 

6,520,694 

 

 

6,186,365 

Fund balance carried forward at 

31/12/2019 

  

£4,426,786 

 

 

£2,310,931 

 

£768,427 

 

 

£7,506,144 

 

£6,520,694 
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2019 

 
 Notes 2019  2018 

  £  £  £  £ 

FIXED ASSETS         

Heritage Assets 9   1,561,950    1,556,475 

Tangible Fixed Assets  10   802,538    756,206 

Investments 11   3,903,741    3,419,134 

 

CURRENT ASSETS 

        

Debtors 12 419,596    508,473   

Short Term Deposits  1,201,517    984,163   

Cash at Bank and in Hand  1,655,828    1,877,502   

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS  3,276,941    3,370,138   

         

CREDITORS: Amounts Falling  

  Due Within One Year 

 

13   (1,797,965)  

   

 

 

(2,331,471) 

  

         

NET CURRENT ASSETS    1,478,976    1,038,667 

         

CREDITORS: Amounts Falling  

  Due After One Year 

 

14 

   

(241,061) 

    

(249,788) 

 

NET ASSETS 

    

£7,506,144 

    

£6,520,694 

         

 

CAPITAL FUNDS 

        

Endowments 15   768,427    675,968 

         

INCOME FUNDS         

Restricted  15        

  Other  810,931    755,424   

  Heritage Fund  1,500,000    1,500,000   

    2,310,931    2,255,424 

Unrestricted         

  Designated 16 1,451,586    1,405,254   

  General 17 2,975,200    2,184,048   

    4,426,786    3,589,302 

TOTAL CHARITY FUNDS    £7,506,144    £6,520,694 

 

These accounts were approved by Council on 19th March 2020 and signed on behalf of the 

Trustees by 

 

________________________________ Treasurer 

 

 

________________________________ President  
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31ST DECEMBER 2019 

 

 
Notes 2019  2018 

 
 £  £  £  £ 

CASH FLOWS FROM 

OPERATING ACTIVITIES 

        

 

Cash generated from 

operations 

 

 

20 

 

 

33,007 

    

 

632,135 

  

 

Interest paid 

  

(10,379) 

    

(10,463) 

  

Net Cash provided by (used 

in) operating activities 

    

22,628 

    

621,672 

 
 

       

CASH FLOWS FROM 

INVESTING ACTIVITIES  
       

Dividends, interest and rents 

from investments  
 

109,438 

    

105,303 

  

Purchase of Property, Plant 

and Equipment 

 

 

 

(98,424) 

    

(58,070) 

  

Purchase of Heritage Asset  (5,475)    (5,475)   

Proceeds from sale of 

investments 

 

11 

 

254,782 

    

284,407 

  

Purchase of investments 11 (278,542)    (793,132)   

Net Cash provided by (used 

in) investing activities 

    

(18,221) 

    

(466,967) 

         

CASH FLOWS FROM 

FINANCING ACTIVITIES 

        

Repayments of Borrowing  (8,727)    (8,588)   

Net Cash provided by (used 

in) financing activities 

    

(8,727) 

    

(8,588) 

         

Change in cash and cash 

equivalents in the reporting 

period 

 
   

 

(4,320) 

    

 

146,117 

Cash and cash equivalents at 

the beginning of the 

reporting period 

    

 

2,861,665 

    

 

2,715,548 

Cash and cash equivalents at 

the end of the reporting 

period 

    

 

£2,857,345 

    

 

£2,861,665 
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NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2019 

 

1.  ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

 

The accounts are prepared in accordance with Financial Reporting Standard 102 and the 

Charities SORP (FRS 102) and in compliance with the Charities Act 2011. The Society is a Public 

Benefit Entity. 

 

Depreciation is provided on tangible fixed assets, at rates calculated to write each asset down 

to its estimated residual value over its expected useful life as follows: 

 

Property                                                       50 years  

Lift and associated refurbishment work  30 years  

Furniture and Fixtures    10 years  

Air conditioning     10 years  

Office Equipment     3 years 

 

Investments are stated at mid-market value. Gains and losses on disposals and revaluations of 

fixed asset investments are reported in the Statement of Financial Activities and added to the 

funds to which they relate. 

 

Investment income is accounted for gross in the year of receipt. 

 

Donations and legacies are accounted for when the Society is unconditionally entitled to 

receipt. No account is taken of stock held for resale. 

Contributions income is stated net of amounts received in respect of future years. 

 

The Society is partially exempt for VAT purposes. Expenditure is stated net of VAT with 

irrecoverable VAT shown as a separate expense item. 

 

Support costs are allocated to charitable activities on the basis of estimates of staff time spent 

on those activities and, in relation to accommodation costs, the relative space used by those 

activities. 

 

Heritage assets donated to the Society are valued by an independent expert at the time of their 

donation. 

 

Expenditure is accounted for when there is a constructive or contractual liability arising. A 

provision is made when the amount payable cannot be determined with certainty. 
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2. DONATIONS AND LEGACIES 

 

 2019  2018 
 Unrestricted  Restricted  Total 
 Funds  Funds  Funds 
 £  £  £ 
      

Other Funds for Grants and Awards 7,100  -  9,545 

Wolfson grant -  -  74,990 

PRISM Project grant -  -  6,849 

One Direction Project -  1,500   

Legacies 7,625  -  10,000 

Other Donations 4,191  -  1,530 

 £18,916  £1,500  £102,914 

 

 

3. PUBLICATIONS 

 

   2019  2018 

   £  £ 

Joint Publication Account   1,595,628  1,571,663 

Contract Publication Income 

released 

  150,000  150,000 

Other Publication Sales   955  566 

Royalties   626  1,584 

   £1,747,209  £1,723,813 

 

 

4. OTHER TRADING ACTIVITIES 

 

   2019  2018 

   £  £ 

Room Hire   40,437  30,620 

Catering   4,859  5,029 

Discovery Room Workshops   8,713  2,728 

Other   3,004  2,278 

   £57,013  £40,655 
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5. JOINT PUBLICATION ACCOUNT 

 

 -----------------------2019---------------------- ---------------------2018-------------------- 

 Total Publisher 

Share 

Society 

Share 

Total Publisher 

Share 

Society 

Share 

 £ £ £ £ £ £ 

SALES       

Journals 2,127,504   2,095,551   

       

 2,127,504 531,876 1,595,628 2,095,551 523,888 1,571,663 

       

PUBLICATION COSTS       

Production and 

Distribution 

 

182,002 

   

141,330 

  

Editorial  197   7,985   

Publishers’ Overheads -   -   

 182,199 45,550 136,649 149,315 37,329 111,986 

       

SURPLUS 1,945,305 486,326 1,458,979 1,946,236 486,559 1,459,677 

       

Other Costs Incurred by   

Society 

      

Editorial Costs   (114,044)   (105,854) 

Supplement Charge       

Excess page charge       

Charges by publisher for 

issues supplied to 

members 

  

 

 

 

 

 

- 

 

  

 

 

 

 

- 

   1,344,935   1,353,823 

       

       

   £1,344,935   £1,353,823 

       

SUMMARY       

Society’s share of Income –  

  Note 4 

   

1,595,628 

 

   

1,571,663 

Society’s share of Joint 

costs   and other directly 

incurred   Costs 

   

 

(250,693) 

   

(217,840) 

   £1,344,935   £1,353,823 
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6. CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES 
 Activities 

Undertaken 

Directly 

Grant 

Funding  

Activities 

Support 

Costs 

(Note 8) 

 

Total 

2019 

 

Total 

2018 

 £ £ £ £ £ 

Education      

Education Costs 18,456 - - 18,456 10,528 

BioMedia Meltdown Project  

9,389 

 

- 

 

- 

 

9,389 

 

26,309 

Wolfson grant; Garfield Weston 

grant 

 

21,330 

 

- 

 

- 

 

21,330 

10,594 

One Direction Grant 656 - - 656  

Discovery Room Workshops 4,440 -  4,440 1,864 

Support Costs - - 195,832 195,832 153,356 

Total 54,271 - 195,832 250,103 202,651 

      

Publications      

Joint Publication Account (Note 5) 250,693 - - 250,693 217,840 

The Linnean Newsletter and Pulse 14,307 - - 14,307 17,470 

Synopses - - - - 751 

Support Costs - - 154,738 154,738 139,258 

 265,000 - 154,738 419,738 375,319 

      

Scientific Meetings 23,168 - 191,583 214,751 206,619 

Travel Grant - - - - 517 

 23,168 - 191,583 214,751 207,136 

Library      

Library Expenditure 16,103 - - 16,103 14,036 

Special Library costs - - - - - 

PRISM Project 4,768 - - 4,768 2,081 

Support Costs - - 288,766 288,766 284,557 

 20,871 - 288,766 309,637 300,674 

Collections: Curatorial      

The Linnaeus Link Project 11,518 - - 11,518 7,653 

Support Costs - - 147,672 147,672 151,463 

 11,518 - 147,672 159,190 159,116 

Collections: Conservation and 

Digitisation  

     

IT Consultant and Hardware for 

  Projects 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

Hosting of images 29,182 - - 29,182 26,555 

Support Costs - - 112,449 112,449 93,262 

 29,182 - 112,449 141,631 119,817 

      

Research Sponsorship - 50,318 20,823 71,141 77,287 

      

Total £404,010 £50,318 £1,111,863 £1,566,191 £1,442,000 
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6. CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED) 

 

The grants set out above include grants made to individuals.  In total, grants were paid 

to 31 individuals (2018: 31) during the year. 

 

7. GOVERNANCE COSTS 

 

 2019  2018 

 £  £ 

Expenses of Officers and Council 8,138  9,050 

Audit Fee 5,700  5,700 

Governance Review 8,876  7,700 

Legal and Professional Fees 43,217  7,357 

Staff and Other Related Costs 25,137  24,761 

 £91,068  £54,568 
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8. SUPPORT COSTS 
   

 

Education 

 

 

Publications 

 

Scientific 

Meetings 

 

 

Library 

 

Collections 

Curatorial 

Collections 

Conservation 

& Digitisation 

 

Research 

Sponsorship 

 

Total 

2019 

 

Total 

2018 

  £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ 

           

 Salaries and Wages 147,702 88,881 87,400 123,975 71,864 63,517 11,752 595,091 551,861 

 Premises Costs 22,790 12,829 24,865 22,569 16,969 20,563 - 120,587 98,883 

 Repairs and Maintenance 9,318 5,796 10,956 10,956 14,993 14,993 - 67,012 73,423 

 Office Costs - 3,998 6,283 12,851 3,427 286 857 27,701 17,795 

 Other Costs (depreciation, 

rent provision) 

 

- 

 

30,575 

 

46,407 

 

94,793 

 

28,338 

 

3,892 

 

6,511 

 

210,516 

 

225,753 

 Governance Costs 16,020 12,658 15,673 23,623 12,080 9,199 1,703 90,956 54,568 

  £195,830 £154,737 £191,584 £288,767 £147,671 £112,450 £20,823 £1,111,863 £1,022,283 

           

 SALARY COSTS  2019 

Total 

 2018 

Total 

     

   £  £      

 Gross Salary 515,321  479,910      

 Employers National Insurance 52,298  47,646      

 Employers Pension Contribution 45,129  41,533      

   £612,748  £569,089      

 Charged direct to Projects  -  -      

 Charged to Support Costs  587,723  551,861      

 Charged to Governance  25,025  17,228      

   £612,748  £569,089     

 

The average number of employees was 22 (2018: 22).    

No employee earned more than £60,000.   The total emoluments of the senior management team amounted to £163,012 (2018: £186,598).   

Council and Committee members provide their services gratis and receive only out of pocket expenses. 

Travel and subsistence expenses were paid to 8 (2018: 8) Officers and Council and Committee members amounting in total to £8,138 (2018: £9,050). 

There were no redundancy costs in 2019 (2018: £2,484). 
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9.  HERITAGE ASSETS 

Heritage assets acquired since 2010 2019 

 £ 
COST  

At 1st January 2019 made up of 1,556,475 

   Darwin-Wallace Collection 1,500.00  

   Nepal Maps 21,000  

   Smith Diaries 5,000  

   Opie Paintings 25,000  

   The Transylvania Forilegium   Vol 1 5,475  

   The Transylvania Forilegium   Vol 2  5,475 

  

  

At 31st December 2019 1,561,950 

DEPRECIATION  

At 1st January 2019 - 

Charge for the Year - 

At 31st December 2019 - 

NET BOOK VALUE  

At 31st December 2019 £1,561,950 

At 31st December 2018 £1,556,475 

 

In 2015, the Society received from the Charles Darwin Trust a gift of Darwinian and Wallacean 

material which contained many key works, manuscripts and letters which has been valued at 

£1.5m. In accordance with FRS 102, donated heritage assets have been included at valuation. 

The Society also holds a large number of scientific and historic assets which cannot easily be 

valued and which will not be sold because their maintenance is part of the primary objective 

of the Society. As a result, these heritage assets are not included in the Balance Sheet. These 

assets comprise: 

a.  scientific collections                 b. books and periodicals  c.  portraits and busts 

 

These heritage assets of the Society are of primary value, internationally, to the biological 

sciences, and in terms of cultural value, to the history of science. The main collections of dried 

plant material, preserved animal specimens and correspondence to Carl Linnaeus and Sir 

James Edward Smith provide the foundation for all biological systematics, taxonomy and 

nomenclature. 

All this material is irreplaceable and so it is stored under optimum conservation conditions. 

The collections themselves are accessible physically by any bona fide research worker, 

accompanied by a curator or appropriate member of staff. The Society, with generous grant 

funding, has financed the preparation of digitised images of the Linnaean material, and these 

are accessible to all, at no charge, through the Society’s website. 
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The Society’s Acquisitions Policy recommends that any additional material must be in fields 

relevant to existing material. Archives of those individuals who have worked or are working 

in biological science are also welcomed. 

The Society’s insurance policies cover damage to the fabric of the building and the seek and 

find or repair of the Library’s book stock, paintings and busts, but not the plant and animal 

collections as they are unique and irreplaceable. As such, they are invaluable to research and 

science but are valueless for insurance purposes. 
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10. TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS 

 

 

 

11. INVESTMENTS 

  

 

 

 

Freehold 

Property 

 

Lift and 

Building 

Works 

Air 

Conditioning 

Office 

Equipment 

Other Total 

 £ £ £ £ £ £ 

COST       

At 1st January 2019 518,854 225,752 57,759 153,684 236,144 1,192,193 

Additions in Year - - - 17,271 81,153 98,424 

At 31st December 2019 518,854 225,752 57,759 170,955 317,297 1,290,617 

DEPRECIATION       

At 1st January 2018 46,874 45,150 57,759 146,254 139,950 435,987 

Charge for the Year 7,377 7,525 - 11,388 25,802 52,092 

At 31st December 2019 54,251 52,675 57,759 157,642 165,752 488,079 

NET BOOK VALUE       

At 31st December 2019 £464,603 £173,077 £- £13,313 £151,545 £802,538 

At 31st December 2018 £471,980 £180,602 £- £7,430 £96,194 £756,206 

 -----------------2019-----------------  -----------------2018----------------- 

 Book 

Cost 

 Market 

Value 

 Book 

Cost 

 Market 

Value 

 £  £  £  £ 

UK Fixed Interest 159,77715  148,434  255,760  263,947 

UK Equities 1,384,190  1,876,671  1,366,691  1,564,050 

Overseas Equities 1,189,271  1,878,636  1,124,934  1,591,137 

 £2,733,238  £3,903,741  £2,747,385  £3,419,134 

Investment Portfolio        

Market Value brought forward   3,419,134    3,266,539 

Add: Acquisitions   278,542    793,132 

Less:  Disposals   (254,782)    (284,407) 

Realised Gains (Losses) on 

Disposals 

   

(37,907) 
    

83,506 

Gain (Loss) on Revaluation                           498,754    (439,636) 

Market Value carried forward             £3,903,741    £3,419,134 

 

Investments are held on a long-term basis to generate investment income for the Society. Realised Gains 

represent the difference between the sales proceeds and original cost of investments sold during the 

year.  Revaluation gains and losses arise from the revaluation of investments to market value at the year-

end. 
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12. DEBTORS 

 

    2019  2018 

    £  £ 

Due from Publisher    393,633  405,677 

Other Debtors    25,963  102,796 

    £419,596  £508,473 

 

13. CREDITORS:  Amounts falling due within one year 

 

 2019  2018 

 £  £ 

Contributions received in advance 61,418  59,716 

Publishing income received in advance  1,436,482  1,515,346 

Rent Provision 12,327  372,267 

VAT 205,134  300,519 

Other Creditors 82,604  83,623 

 £1,797,965  £2,331,471 

 

14. CREDITORS:  Amounts falling due after one year 

 

    2019  2018 

    £  £ 

Mortgage on Toynbee Property    241,061  249,788 

    £241,061  £249,788 

 

The Toynbee mortgage is payable at 3.56% above base rate over 25 years and is 

secured on the property. 
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15.  ENDOWMENTS & RESTRICTED FUNDS 

 ----------------------- Permanent Endowments ---------------------

---- 

-----------------------------------------Restricted Funds--------------------------------------

-------  

 

 

 

Balance at 

1. 1.19 

Endowments 

Received 

Gain/(Loss) 

on MV 

Balance 

31.12.19 

Balance at 

1.1.19 

Incoming 

Resources 

Resources 

Expended & 

Transfers 

Gain/(Loss) 

on MV 

Balance at 

31.12.19 

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ 

Westwood Fund 6,658 - 868 7,526 210 197 (195) - 212 
Trail-Crisp Fund 5,973 - 806 6,779 3,273 233 (1,571) 216 2,151 
Hooker Fund 15,369 - 2,075 17,444 12,986 717 (150) 1,080 14,633 
Goodenough Fund - - - - 30,820 764 (865) 3,385 34,104 
Minchin Fund - - - - 1,336 40 (40) 180 1,516 
Jane Jackson Fund 69,066 - 9,324 78,390 - 2,093 (2,093) - - 
The HH Bloomer Fund 16,517 - 2,178 18,695 6,732 639 (2,432) 648 5,587 
P. Appleyard Fund 69,661 - 9,161 78,822 15,595 2,274 (2,678) 900 16,091 
Dennis Stanfield Memorial Fund 40,146 - 5,356 45,502 2,986 1,259 (263) 237 4,219 
Omer Cooper Fund - - - - 64,912 1,609 (1,588) 7,066 71,999 
Bonhote Fund 28,155 - 3,599 31,754 1,079 822 (816) 33 1,118 
Jill Smythies Prize Fund 46,364 - 6,259 52,623 881 1,407 (1,294) - 994 
Irene Manton Prize Fund 57,656 - 7,783 65,439 8,385 1,945 (1,407) 864 9,787 
A.G. Side Fund - - - - 60,758 1,601 (1,587) 7,063 67,835 
Jan Gillett Fund - - - - 8,285 198 (41) 864 9,306 
Denis Owen Fund - - - - 2,214 4 - - 2,218 
Ivy Eleanor Sleep Fund 170,553 - 23,024 193,577 115,017 8,123 (4,596) 12,956 131,500 
Trewavas/Greenwood Fund - - - - 31,837 832 (172) 3,660 36,157 
Eleanor McMillan Fund - - - - 169,248 5,096 (1,058) 22,331 195,617 
Zimmerman Fund 149,850 - 22,026 171,876 28,806 4,997 (1,041) - 32,762 
John Marsden Fund - - - - 27,185 869 (1,166) 3,220 30,108 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation - - - - (62) - - - (62) 
The John Topp Fund - - - - 127,454 2,856 (593) 12,518 142,235 
 £675,968 £- £92,459 £768,427 £719,937 £38,575 £(25,646) £77,221 £810,087 
PROJECT FUNDS          
PRISM Project - - - - 4,768 - (4,768) - - 
Wolfson/Garfield Weston - - - - 21,330 - (21,330) - - 
John Lyon’s Charity - - - - 9,389 - (9,389) - - 
One Direction Projection - - - - - 1,500 (656) - 844 
 £- £- £- £- £35,487 £1,500 £36,143 - 

 

£844 
HERITAGE ASSET          
Charles Darwin Trust - - - - £1,500,000 - - - £1,500,000 
          TOTAL £675,968 £- £92,459 £768,427 £2,255,424 £40,075 £(61,789) £77,221 £2,310,931 
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15.  ENDOWMENTS & RESTRICTED FUNDS (CONTINUED) 

 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

Permanent Endowments represent capital funds where only the income arising may be spent.  

Unspent income balances are disclosed as separate restricted funds, available to be spent in the 

future, although, from time to time, unspent balances may be added to capital.  

 

Restricted funds may only be spent for the purpose prescribed by the donor. 

 

The transfer from the Wolfson restricted grant represents the funds spent on fixed assets which 

are held in the general fund and being depreciated. 
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16.  DESIGNATED FUNDS 

 

  2019  2018 

  £  £ 

Mortgage Liability  241,061  249,788 

Special Library Expenses  6,470  6,470 

Fellows Appeal  42,578  42,578 

Development Fund  200,000  200,000 

Fixed Asset Fund  561,477  506,418 

Legal Costs Fund  100,000  100,000 

Building Fund  300,000  300,000 

  £1,451,586  £1,405,254 

 

A Fixed Asset Fund has been set up as a separate designated reserve from 2013 to represent 

the extent to which the Society’s general reserve has been utilised to acquire fixed assets. This 

ensures that the balance on the general reserve gives a better indication of the funds available 

to the Society. 

 

17.  GENERAL RESERVE 

 

  2019  2018 

  £  £ 

Balance 1st January   2,184,048  1,705,177 

Net Movement in funds for the year   837,484  406,256 

Transfer from Designated Funds  -  - 

Transfer (to) Designated Funds  (46,332)  (14,075) 

Transfer from Restricted Funds  -  86,690 

Balance at 31st December  £2,975,200  £2,184,048 

 

18.  ANALYSIS OF NET ASSETS BETWEEN FUNDS 

 

  

Investments 

 

Fixed 

Assets 

Current 

Assets 

 

Liabilities 

 

Total 

 £ £ £ £ £ 

Endowment and 

Restricted Funds 

 

1,377,735 

 

1,500,000 

 

201,623 

 

- 

 

3,079,358 

Unrestricted 

Funds 

 

2,526,006 

 

864,488 

 

3,075,316 

 

(2,039,024) 

 

4,426,786 

 
  

£3,903,741 

 

£2,364,488 

 

£3,276,939 

 

£(2,039,024) 

 

£7,506,144 
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19.  PREMISES 

 

The Society has a long term (80 year) lease on its New Burlington House premises which was 

negotiated in 2005 with the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, now administered by the 

Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government (MHCLG). The annual rent is based 

on the government accounting methodology involving annual valuations. During the year, 

both the current year and arrears invoices were paid. Negotiations are continuing with regards 

to a revised lease agreement. 

 

 

20.  RECONCILIATION OF NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE) TO NET CASH FLOW 

FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 

 

  2019  2018 

  £  £ 

     

Net income for the reporting period  985,450  334,329 

     

Adjustments for:     

Interest paid  10,379  10,463 

Depreciation  52,092  43,995 

(Gains)/Losses on investments  (460,847)  356,130 

Dividends, interest and rents from investments  (109,438)  (105,303) 

(Increase) in Debtors  88,877  (36,317) 

Increase/(Decrease) in Creditors  (533,506)  28,838 

     

  £33,007  £632,135 

 

21.  RELATED PARTY DECLARATIONS 

 

There were not any transactions with related parties during the year. 
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22.  COMPARATIVES FOR THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 

YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2019 

 

  Un- restricted    Restricted 

 

Restricted 

  Endowment 

 

Endowment 

 

 

2016 Notes Funds Funds Funds Total 
 £ £ £ £ 

Income and Endowments From:      

Donations and Legacies 2 22,355 110,745 - 133,100 

Charitable Activities      

  Members’ Contributions  146,724 - - 146,724 

  Publications 3 1,693,120 - - 1,693,120 

  Scientific Meetings  4,541 - - 4,541 

  Library  7,939 - - 7,939 

Other Trading Activities 4 43,323 - - 43,323 

Investments  56,725 39,769 - 96,494 

      

Total Income and Endowments  1,974,727 150,514 - 2,125,241 

      

Expenditure On:      

Raising Funds      

Investment Management Costs  7,376 5,122 - 12,498 

      

Charitable Activities 6     

  Education  59,923 45,236 - 105,159 

  Publications  424,036 - - 424,036 

  Scientific Meetings  157,947 - - 157,947 

  Library  220,652 8,005 - 228,657 

  Collections: Curatorial  123,680 - - 123,680 

  Collections: Conservation & 

     Digitisation 

 94,934 - - 94,934 

  Research Sponsorship  56,184 7,899 - 64,083 

Total Expenditure  1,144,732 66,262 - 1,210,994 

Net Income/(Expenditure) before 

Investment Gains/(Losses) 

 

  

829,995 

 

84,252 

 

- 

 

914,247 

      

Net Gains/(Losses) on Investments  139,489 48,425 57,982 245,896 

Net Income/(Expenditure)  969,484 132,677 57,982 1,160,143 

Transfers  - - - - 

Other Recognised Gains/(Losses)  - - - - 

NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS  969,484 132,677 57,982 1,160,143 

Fund balance brought forward at 

1/1/2018 

  

2,126,872 

 

2,210,371 

 

688,979 

 

5,026,222 

Fund balance carried forward at 

31/12/2018 

  

£3,096,356 

 

£2,343,048 

 

£746,961 

 

£6,186,365 
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Appendix: Full Listing of the Linnean Society’s Meetings, Events and Workshops 2019 

Date Type of Event Speaker (s)/ 
Organisers 

Title 

9th January Lunchtime Lecture Dr Jakob Vinther Can Fossils Solve the Origin of Comb 
Jellies? 

15th January Linnean Learning 
Event 

Dr Eileen Cox Writing a PhD Thesis 

17th January Evening Meeting Prof Dawn Scott Adaptations of Mammals to Urban Living 

30th January  Nature Reader Prof Menno 
Schiltzhuen 

Darwin Comes to Town: How Animals and 
Plants adapt to the Urban Jungle 

1st February Linnean Learning – 
Day Meeting 

Linnean Student 
Conference 

 

12th February Regional Lecture 
(Cardiff) 

Prof Adrian Lister 
FLS 

Of Darwin and dwarfs: sea levels, ice ages 
and evolution 

12th February  Public Lecture Alistair Currie Human Population and Biodiversity: Red 
Herring or Elephant in the Room? 

13th February Lunchtime Lecture Dr Ross Piper Deceivers, Doppelgangers and 
Degenerates 

21st February Evening Meeting LERN Debate Annual Debate: The Future of Plant 
Science 

26th February Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Painting Spring Flowers 

6th March Lunchtime Lecture Dr Maria Zyturak The History of Seed Exchange 

13th March Regional Lecture 
(Plymouth) 

Prof Nathalie 
Seddon 

The Value of Nature in a Warming World 

21st March Evening Meeting Dr Edwige 
Moyroud 

Nature’s Palette: Understanding how 
Flowers Pattern their Petals 

22nd  March Day Meeting Dr Miranda Lowe 
FLS, Prof Richard 
Pancost, Claire 
Banks, Kevin 
Coutinho and 
Ernesto Marin-
Schwartz 

Linnean Society Conference: Diversity 
within Natural History 

28th March Linnean Learning  BioMedia Meltdown 2018/19 Celebration 
Evening 

3rd April Lunchtime Lecture Dr Mark Peter 
Simmonds 

Reforming the Whale 

4th April Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Easter Special: Eggs, feathers and bowls 

18th April Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Stephen Hall Gain Confidence Drawing Nature 

18th April Evening Meeting Prof Arkhat 
Abzhanov 

How and Why Biological Shapes change 
during Evolution: History of Ideas from 
D’Arcy Thompson to Developmental 
Genetics 

30th April Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Ross Ziegelmeier The Art of Storytelling: Video & 
Podcasting 
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1st May Lunchtime Lecture Dr David Button Putting Flesh on Ancient Bones 

16th May Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Ben Dornan Introduction to Bookbinding 

16th May Evening Meeting Prof Chris Jiggins Evolution in the Genome: Studying 
Brightly-Coloured Tropical Butterflies to 
Understand Evolution and Speciation 

21st-22nd May Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Painting Summer Fruits and Flowers 

24th May Special Meeting  Anniversary Meeting 2019 

5th June Lunchtime Lecture Dr Shahina 
Ghazanfar FLS 

Plants of the Qur’ān and other Religious 
Texts: Preserving Cultural History in a 
Changing World 

13th June Special Event Dr Paul Bates  Conversazione 2019 

17th June Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Stephen Hall Gain Confidence Drawing Nature 

20th June Evening Meeting Dr Victoria 
Turner 

American Eden: David Hosack, Botany, 
and Medicine in the Garden of the Early 
Republic 

20th June Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Zia Forrai Naming the Unnatural: Cyborgs, Mutants, 
Chimera and Monsters 

24th June Day Meeting Dr David Gower A Contribution to the Origin and Early 
Evolution of Snakes 

2nd July Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Painting Butterflies and Moths 

19th July Special Event  Burlington House Courtyard Late: 
Elements 

1st Aug Linnean Learning – 
BMM Workshop 

Daryl Stenvoll-
Wells 

Biomedia Preview Workshop: Unseen 
Scientists 

8th Aug Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

 

16th – 18th Aug Field Trip  Slapton Ley 

20th Aug Linnean Learning – 
BMM Workshop 

Daryl Stenvoll-
Wells 

Biomedia Preview Workshop: Twisted 
Taxonomy 

29th Aug Linnean Learning – 
BMM Workshop 

Daryl Stenvoll-
Wells 

Biomedia Preview Workshop: Animal 
Anatomy 

4th September Lunchtime Lecture Steve Pocock London National Park City – What If? 

12th September Special Event QMUL Darwin Vexed: A History of Emotions and 
Anger 

19th September Evening Meeting Dr Kirsty Kemp Sampling the Deep 

19th September Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell Drawing a Nature Collection 

21st September Special Event  Open House 

25th -26th 
September 

Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Wonderful Wings (Art Class) 

8th October Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Stephen Hall Drawing Nature: Accuracy, Proportion 
and Scale 
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9th October Lunchtime Lecture Prof Helen Roy Unravelling the Ecology of Invasive Non-
Native Species 

15th October Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Stephen Hall Drawing Nature: Drawing with Colour 

17th October Science Policy 
Lecture- in 
association with SA 

Prof Charles 
Godfray FLS 

Science Policy Lecture 2019–Badgers, 
Bees and Biodiversity: Can we really have 
an Evidence-Based Environmental Policy? 

17th October Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell Nature Printing with leaves 

23rd-24th 
October 

Specialist Group 
Meeting 

 Palaeobotany and Palynology Specialist 
Group Meeting 

30th October Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Ghostly Gouache (Art Class) 

30th October Halloween Lecture Dr Tom Reader Not the Sincerest Form of Flattery: The 
Puzzle of Imperfect Batesian Mimicry 

5th November Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Stephen Hall Drawing Nature: Mixed Media and 
Experimental Drawing 

6th November Lunchtime Lecture Prof Jeff Duckett 
FLS 

The Wonderful Biology of Bryophytes 

7th November Day Meeting Dr James T. Costa A “Central and Controlling Incident”: 
Celebrating ‘The Malay Archipelago’ and 
the Intellectual Legacy of Alfred Russel 
Wallace 

8th November Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Joe Burton Student Skills: How to make engaging 
academic posters 

12th November Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Stephen Hall Drawing Nature: Applied Drawing with 
Detail 

14th November Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Butterflies and Moths (Art Class) 

14th November Huxley Lecture- in 
association with SA 

Prof Peter 
Ashton FLS 

Sixty Years in Asian Rainforests: How 
Systematics could Support their 
Anthropocene Future 

15th November Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Daryl Stenvoll-
Wells and Joe 
Burton 

Expanding Life and Earth Sciences 
through Art (Teacher INSET Day) 

20th November Darwin Lecture-in 
association with 
RSM 

Prof Michael 
Owen 

The Genetics of Schizophrenia: Darwin, 
Linnaeus and Precision Psychiatry 

21st November Evening Meeting Dr Ralf Britz Francis Hamilton’s Gangetic Fishes – An 
Ichthyological Masterpiece ahead of its 
Time 

27th November Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Rebecca Jewell 
and Sandy Ross 
Sykes 

Festive Cards (Art Class) 

28th November Nature Reader Dr Mark Spencer 
FLS 

Murder Most Florid: Botany and the 
Crime Scene 

2nd December Founder’s day Prof Staffan 
Muller-Wille FLS 

Linnaeus in Lapland: Parasites, Reindeer 
and People 
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4th December Day Meeting Field Studies 
Council 

The Vital Studies of Nature 

11th December Lunchtime Lecture Dr Blanca 
Huertas FLS 

Butterflies and Biodiversity: The 
Challenges and Opportunities 

11th December Special Event Professor Richard 
Evershed, 
Professor Andy 
Beeby and Dr 
Helen Fraser 

Burlington House Lecture: Unwrapping 
the Secrets of our Past: A Molecular 
Journey through History 

12th December Christmas Lecture Paul Barritt Music and Birds: A Violinist’s View 

16th December Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Stephen Hall Drawing Nature: Tone and Composition 

18th December Linnean Learning – 
BMM Workshop 

Daryl Stenvoll-
Wells 

Biomedia Workshop: Symbiotic Stamps 

20th December Linnean Learning – 
Workshop 

Joe Burton Student Skills: How to create effective 
public engagement activities 

 

Birkbeck, University of London Series 

PARTNER EVENT  

Organised by the Ecology and Conservation Studies Society 

 8th February: 'From grey to green to grey. Will a tightly protected Belt squeeze out city 
wildlife?' Mathew Frith, Director of Conservation, London Wildlife Trust 

 15th February: 'A Greener future for the Belt?' Paul Miner, Head of Strategic Plans & 
Devolution, Campaign for Protection of Rural England (CPRE) 

 22nd February: 'Conservation grazing in the Green Belt'. Katy Fielding, Surrey Wildlife Trust. 

 1st March: 'The contribution of the Green Belt to landscape scale conservation.' Nicki Brunt, 
Living Landscapes and Seas Manager – East, Dorset Wildlife Trust 

 8th March: 'London’s Biodiversity Booster Belt.' Dr Doug McNab, 

 15th March: 'Nature in London’s Green Belt and MOL; the contribution of protected land?' 
Neil Sinden, CPRE London, and Emma Knowles, Greenspace information for Greater London. 

 


